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Abstract

Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks work on the premise that the Internet and In-

tranets are composed of a limited set of resources. Work presented in this thesis aims to miti-

gate the effects of DDoS attacks. The use of proxy networks has been previously proposed to

enable Internet applications to communicate with users without disclosing their IP addresses,

which increases the Internet application’s resistance to DDoS attacks. This thesis proposes a

novel proxy-network based DDoS attack defense approach.

The novel approach detailed in this thesis employs a multitude of paths from a user to an In-

ternet application, thus decreasing the power of the DDoS attack that affects the user’s path to

the Internet application. Through the use of network simulation software, the proposed DDoS

attack defense approach is compared to previous approaches and is shown to exhibit superior

throughput during a DDoS attack than previous methods that do not employ a proxy network,

and superior application response compared with previous proxy-network based DDoS attack
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defense approaches. Additionally, two separate theoretical models of proxy-network based

DDoS attack defenses are employed to demonstrate the superior defensive ability of the Mov-

ing Cloak approach compared to previous proxy-network based DDoS attack defenses.

This thesis includes work in large scale proxy networks; in which the properties of the proxy

network topology affects the vulnerability of the Internet application to DDoS attacks. A novel

proxy network is proposed that exhibits several attributes that strengthen the proxy network’s

resistance to DDoS attacks. Additionally, an accompanying polynomial-time graph synthesis

algorithm is proposed that alters the presented novel proxy network topology to create another

topology, which exhibits a smaller vulnerability to DDoS attacks.

In addition to protecting a single Internet application from DDoS attacks, this thesis in-

cludes work to increase the resistance of distributed applications against DDoS attacks. A

novel framework that detects DDoS attacks and automatically migrates application tasks is

proposed and presented. The framework distinguishes itself from other available adaptive

computing frameworks because it is wholly composed of open source Grid-enabled compo-

nents capable of transparent and dynamic selection of message passing transports based on

resource performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement

The term Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack describes any attack in which the attacker attempts

to adversely affect a system’s resources to the degree that the system is too busy to respond to

other users. Distributed DoS (DDoS) attacks are DoS attacks that originate from a distributed

set of attacking hosts. Large-scale DDoS attacks have successfully shutdown many popular

websites. In February 2000, days of attacks on popular sites such as Amazon, CNN, Yahoo!,

and eBay caused an estimated $1.2 billion in losses [4]. DDoS attacks are both an acute

and a chronic public hindrance; in 2003 approximately 42% of U.S. organizations, including

government agencies, financial institutions, medical institutions and universities, experienced

DoS attacks [113]. DDoS attacks exploit the inherent open nature of the Internet, thus many

Internet applications are vulnerable to DDoS attacks.

DDoS attacks work on the premise that the Internet and Intranets are composed of a limited

set of resources, such as bandwidth, disk space, and CPU cycles. There are many different

types of DDoS attacks, each can be classified as either bandwidth/resource consumption or

packet flooding attacks. Bandwidth/resource consumption attacks involve posting or request-

ing large amounts of data to or from the victim computer via packet streaming. Packet flooding

1
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attacks involve sending a large volume of packets, which do not request a service, to a des-

tination. The large volume of packets can consume valuable bandwidth and resources of the

network and the destination machine. These types of attacks have become more advanced

and may be distributed among many clients or destinations, making them difficult to defend

against.

This thesis addresses the specific problem of DDoS attacks upon transaction-based Internet

applications. It is important to note the exact definition of transaction-based Internet applica-

tions. The model of the transaction consists of an open set of Internet users located anywhere

on the Internet, and an Internet application that provides time sensitive transactions, or ser-

vices, to the users. A common defense mechanism, the use of caching, is not possible for

transaction-based Internet applications, because each user of the application requires a timely

and unique service, e.g., a stock purchase. Since transaction-based Internet applications can-

not employ caching, i.e., data replication as a defense mechanism, transaction-based Inter-

net applications are significantly more difficult to defend against DDoS attacks than standard

download-only based Internet applications.

There is no method known today to stop or prevent 100% of distributed DoS (DDoS) at-

tacks [17]. As a result they are a threat to any service/application that depends on network

performance. Other than a recent increase in the use of DDoS attacks, there has been very

little change in the basic methodologies used to implement DDoS attacks [18].

Currently there is no agreed upon benchmark for the evaluation of DDoS attack defense

solutions. The DETER project [48], which is under development, aims to create an objective

testbed for security research. Until common benchmarks are available, network designers must

weigh the costs and benefits of each solution through experiences and analysis.

Several techniques exist for the defense against DDoS attacks. A survey of existing DDoS

attack defense techniques is provided in Chapter 2, and their strengths and weaknesses are

noted as applicable. Existing DDoS attack defense techniques can be classified into several
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types of approaches, which include traffic pattern and Internet Protocol (IP)-based attack fil-

tering, IP hop-count/traceback, end-point defense, rendezvous-based, and the moving target

defensive approach.

1.2 Solution

This research aims to use the vast address space of the Internet as an asset in the defense

against DDoS attacks. This thesis presents a novel hybrid approach for DDoS attack defense.

The hybrid approach employs both the moving target paradigm and a proxy network that hides

the IP address of the Internet application. This approach is termed the Moving Cloak defense

and builds on an application-level proxy-network based approach presented in [22, 23, 24].

The name, Moving Cloak, conveys the approach’s ability to reconfigure the proxy network,

thus creating a moving target for an attacker, and the term cloak describes its ability to hide the

true IP address of the Internet application behind the cloak of the proxy network. The Moving

Cloak approach replicates the ingress point of a proxy network, thus creating a moving target,

but does not replicate the Internet application. This efficient method of defense through the

replication of an ingress point of a proxy network, which serves to hide the Internet applica-

tion’s true IP, is compared to other DDoS attack defense techniques.

The Moving Cloak approach creates a multitude of paths to an Internet application, and

proactively reconfigures the paths to the Internet application. Proxy networks with proactive

random proxy node migration can effectively prevent infrastructure-level DoS attacks [22].

Without reconfiguration, a proxy network cannot effectively hide an application’s location [22].

The strength of reconfiguration is that by changing the IP address of a victim machine, knowl-

edge gained by an attacker can be rendered obsolete.

The Moving Cloak approach calls for the use of an overlay network, which is layered upon

the standard Internet. Nodes in the overlay are connected by virtual links that correspond to
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a path in the underlying network, the path is possibly through many different Internet Service

Providers (ISP)s. An overlay network that serves to hide the IP address of an Internet applica-

tion is referred to as a proxy network. The Moving Cloak approach creates a proxy network of

dedicated routers. The distinction between server-based routers and dedicated routers is made

because the term dedicated routers excludes Linux routers, or routers that do not contain small

OS footprints and additional hardware optimized for routing. Since routers are also vulnera-

ble to certain DDoS attacks[114, 115], added security mechanisms within the Moving Cloak

approach are warranted and detailed.

1.3 Novelty Claim

As compared to the application-level proxy network presented in [22, 23, 24], the Moving

Cloak approach’s use of dedicated routers results in a significant decrease in user request

response time during a DDoS attack; this improvement is shown via simulation results in

section 4.3.2. The improvements over the application-level proxy network presented in [22,

23, 24] are enumerated as follows:

1. The Moving Cloak approach does not share the single TCP connection, which links the

proxy nodes, among users. In the application-level proxy network presented in [22, 23,

24] the attacker’s traffic consumes bandwidth resources on the single shared TCP/IP,

Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Basic Reference Model layer 4, link. The creation

of a separate TCP connection per user is possible because the Moving Cloak approach

routes all proxy network traffic exclusively over the network layer, OSI layer 3, and

below, this enables the attacker’s packets to be dropped on the network layer, and traf-

fic to be routed by a dedicated router, i.e., a Cisco router, rather than a server-based

application-level router.

2. The presentation of the Moving Cloak approach in this thesis defines and details the
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reconfiguration processes, in which compromised routers are proactively reconfigured

or recovered after a compromise is suspected or detected. A proof of the concurrent

processes’ deadlock-free property is provided in section 3.2.4.

3. The Moving Cloak approach proposes a tamper detection mechanism that increases the

probability that a compromise of a proxy network node will be detected, i.e., the event

that an attacker has gained unauthorized access to a proxy network node. The proposed

tamper detection mechanism is not possible for use in the application-level proxy net-

work presented in [22, 23, 24], because application level servers (rather than dedicated

routers as is the case in the Moving Cloak approach) are employed as proxy nodes in

the proxy network. The proposed tamper detection mechanism is possible in the Mov-

ing Cloak approach because every software process in the dedicated routers can be ac-

counted for and reloaded from a tamper proof image obtained from another machine,

which is not the case with server-based application-level routers that are employed as

proxy nodes, e.g., the application-level proxy network presented in [22, 23, 24].

4. The Moving Cloak approach encrypts network traffic between the proxy network nodes

via the use of Virtual Private Networks (VPNs). Since in both the Moving Cloak ap-

proach, and the application-level proxy network presented in [22, 23, 24], the proxy

network nodes pass traffic over the Internet, the encryption of traffic (both the appli-

cation data and the interior routing protocol) decreases the probability that a malicious

attacker could gain useful network information.

Unlike a network that hides an Internet application (and its true IP) behind a firewall, the

Moving Cloak approach does not contain a single bottleneck point (the firewall), which is vul-

nerable to packet flooding attacks. Since the Moving Cloak allows users to take multiple paths

to the Internet application, the Moving Cloak approach exhibits significantly greater through-

put from a user to an Internet application during a DDoS attack, as compared to the most
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effective class of deployed DDoS defense approaches, which is demonstrated via simulation

results in section 4.3.1. The major strength of the Moving Cloak approach is that the only IP

address the users have knowledge of is the ingress point to the proxy network. Unlike all other

deployed overlay networks employed in the defense against DDoS attacks, the Moving Cloak

approach routes all proxy network traffic exclusively over the network layer, OSI layer 3, and

below. The additional overhead incurred by the Moving Cloak approach, in comparison to a

standard Internet connection from a user to an Internet application, is not prohibitively large

and is measured in section 4.4.

The presentation of the Moving Cloak approach details both a reactive and proactive re-

configuration process, and defines the optimal proactive reconfiguration rate. The formal opti-

mization in terms of an objective function and constraints is given in (3.5). Section 3.4 presents

the calculation of the optimal proactive reconfiguration rate of the proxy nodes that results in a

maximum percentage of operational period that a proxy node is both hidden from attackers and

operational for normal routing, i.e., not undergoing proactive reconfiguration. The calculation

of the optimal proxy node reconfiguration rate is given in (3.7).

In large scale network deployments of the Moving Cloak approach, the topology of the

proxy network affects the network’s ability to resist DDoS attacks. A portion of the work

presented in this thesis focuses on the effectiveness of various proxy network topologies in the

resistance against DDoS attacks. The research includes the analysis of several graph topologies

that have traditional usage in standard computer networks and in overlay networks consisting

of nodes distributed throughout the Internet. In Chapter 5 a variety of proxy network topologies

are evaluated and several attributes are identified that correspond to an increase in a proxy

network’s resistance against DDoS attacks.

This thesis contributes to the field of Internet computing a novel large scale proxy network

topology, which in comparison to deployed proxy network topologies exhibits an average vul-

nerability to DDoS attacks. In comparison to deployed proxy network topologies of the same
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order and number of edges, a generic prime numbered order circulant graph with the jump

sequence of the proposed topology exhibits a superior ability to resist partitioning during net-

work link or node failures, Theorem 5.2.2. Additionally, an accompanying polynomial-time

graph synthesis algorithm is proposed that alters the presented novel proxy network topology

in order to further decrease its vulnerability to DDoS attacks. A polynomial-time proxy net-

work synthesis algorithm is useful because the proxy network can react to DDoS attacks and

alter the topology to decrease the proxy network’s vulnerability to DDoS attack, although a

cost is an increase in traffic latency from the user to the Internet application, due to an increase

in the topology’s diameter.

In Chapter 6 a novel means to increase the resistance of a distributed Internet application

to a DDoS attack, as opposed to one single Internet application, is presented and its effec-

tiveness is demonstrated. The presented framework enables certain distributed applications to

mitigate the effects of DDoS attacks through automatic task migration and network link recon-

figuration. Unlike previous task migration infrastructures, the software detailed in Chapter 6

is wholly composed of Grid-enabled components encompassed within a C library, which au-

tomatically selects a message passing transport medium and migrates application tasks, based

on performance measurements. The framework enables distributed applications to commu-

nicate via both standard Ethernet connections, which compose a wide-area network, and any

available high speed System Area Network (SAN) connections. The conclusion is presented

in Chapter 7.

1.4 Claim Justification, via Simulations or Analysis

In Chapter 3 a proxy network model is presented, and the performances of the models

of the Moving Cloak approach and the application-level proxy-network based approach [22,

23, 24] are compared in section 3.5.1. As compared to the application-level proxy network
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presented in [22, 23, 24], the model demonstrates a theoretical improvement in performance

of the Moving Cloak approach due to the Moving Cloak’s use of tamper detection and VPNs,

as denoted in items 3 and 4 in section 1.3.

The mechanisms that institute the Moving Cloak approach to DDoS attack defense do not

incur a prohibitively large overhead or latency on a network deployment. In order to accurately

determine basic network performance statistics of a small-scale network deployment of the

Moving Cloak approach under DDoS attack, a testbed is constructed. Section 4.4 details the

testbed that consists of several dedicated routers. This testbed is employed to determine the

overhead of the Moving Cloak approach as measured by the throughput and packet latency. In

comparison to a standard connection from a user to an Internet application, the data throughput

of the Moving Cloak approach exhibits a throughput decrease of 24.80%, which is mainly

attributed to the encryption. The latency of a single packet measured on a network deployment

of the Moving Cloak approach exhibited an increase of only 0.5%. Measured performance

statistics of a network deployment of the Moving Cloak approach are given in Table 4.3.

In Chapter 4 it is shown through simulation that the presented Moving Cloak approach

exhibits greater data throughput during a DDoS attack, as measured by a user of an Inter-

net application, as compared to the broad class of previously mentioned DDoS attack defense

approaches. The Moving Cloak approach is shown to exhibit greater data throughput or signif-

icantly less download response time during DDoS attacks as compared to the current two most

effective classes of approaches that follow: IP hop-count/traceback approach, and the proxy-

network based approach. The class of proxy network DDoS defense mechanisms, which in-

cludes the Moving Cloak approach, is compared to the IP hop-count/traceback class; and the

throughput during a DDoS attack upon simulated network deployments are presented in sec-

tion 4.3.1. The superiority of the Moving Cloak approach over the IP hop-count/traceback

approach is illustrated in column 5 of Table 4.1, which lists the improvement in the throughput

of simulated network deployments during a DDoS attack. The listed improvements are given
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in various units and follow: 45% files

sec
, 41% bytes

sec
, and 57% packets

sec
.

A simulated network deployment of the Moving Cloak approach is shown to exhibit signif-

icantly less response time for Internet-application users during a DDoS attack, as compared

to a simulated network deployment of the application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24], which

also employs a proxy network for application location hiding. The improvements realized by

a simulated network deployment of the Moving Cloak approach compared to a simulated de-

ployment of an application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24] are demonstrated in section 4.3.2.

Since traffic in the Moving Cloak approach does not require routing or processing above OSI

layer 3, a 33% improvement over the application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24], shown in

Table 4.2, in the Internet application response time, is realized while the Internet application

is under a DDoS attack.

In Chapter 5 a model is employed to analyze the vulnerability to DDoS attacks of the pro-

posed proxy network topology and various deployed overlay network topologies. The topolo-

gies are evaluated in terms of their effectiveness in the resistance against DDoS attacks, in addi-

tion to their fault tolerance during network link and node failures. A generic circulant graph of

prime numbered order, with the jump sequence of the proposed topology, distinguishes itself

from other deployed proxy network topologies in that it exhibits maximum connectivity, as

detailed in section 5.2.2 and Theorem 5.2.2. Due to the property of maximum connectivity

of the previously mentioned prime numbered order generic circulant graph, no other topol-

ogy of the same order and number of edges can tolerate more node or link failures without

partitioning the network. The proposed topology is novel in that it is less vulnerable to DDoS

attack, for n > 637, than all other degree 8 circulant graphs that exhibit a diameter that is

a function of its jump sequence, which is given in Theorem 5.2.1, and that do not exhibit a

prohibitively large diameter.

The novel graph synthesis algorithm, which can execute in polynomial time, decreases the

vulnerability of a selected proxy network topology and is presented in section 5.4. In response
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to DDoS attacks, or prior to deployment, the algorithm can alter the proposed proxy network

topology to a feasible and desired vulnerability to DDoS attack, although a tradeoff is an

increase in the diameter of the topology. Table 5.4 presents theoretical results that illustrate

a decrease in the vulnerability of the proxy network topology at selected iterations of the

polynomial-time graph synthesis algorithm.

Through theoretical analysis in section 5.5 it is shown that a network deployment that fol-

lows the Moving Cloak approach can tolerate a greater attackers’ capability, and not become

vulnerable, as compared to the application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24]. The improvement

is due to the Moving Cloak’s use of tamper detection and VPNs, as previously denoted in items

3 and 4 in section 1.3.

In Chapter 6 a sample application’s execution time is shown to improve through the reconfig-

uration of a Grid-enabled distributed application, in response to network performance failures

or DDoS attacks. In section 6.4.1 a demonstration of application task migration, in response to

a network performance failure within a Grid-enabled distributed environment, is shown to im-

prove the execution time of two distributed applications by 16% and 17%. The results of two

additional experiments that measure the performance of a distributed application under DDoS

attack are given in section 6.4.2. The first demonstration of application task migration in re-

sponse to a DDoS attack, within a Grid-enabled distributed environment, is shown to improve

the execution time of two distributed applications by 96% and 89%. The second demonstra-

tion exhibits a 20% improvement in application data throughput during a DDoS attack upon a

distributed application that communicates via both a wide-area network of standard Ethernet

connections, and via high speed System Area Network (SAN) connections.
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1.5 Thesis Layout

In Chapter 2 previous works in the defense against DDoS attacks are surveyed and com-

pared to the Moving Cloak approach. Chapter 2, section 3.5.1, and section 5.5 also further

detail the differences between the Moving Cloak approach and the application-level proxy

network [22, 23, 24] approach. In Chapter 3 the proposed Moving Cloak approach is fully de-

tailed, including the determination of the optimal proactive proxy network reconfiguration rate.

Additionally in Chapter 3 a comparison to the application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24] ap-

proach via a novel proxy network model is conducted. The performance, while under DDoS

attack, of simulated network deployments of the Moving Cloak, IP hop-count/traceback, and

the application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24] approach are give in Chapter 4. Section 4.4

presents an analysis of the overhead of a scaled down physical implementation of the Mov-

ing Cloak approach. The vulnerability of large scale implementations of the Moving Cloak

approach is determined and compared to deployed proxy network topologies in Chapter 5.

Additionally in Chapter 5, using an existing theoretical model that determines the vulnerabil-

ity of a proxy network topology, it is proven that the Moving Cloak approach can tolerate a

larger attackers’ capability as compared to the application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24]

approach. In Chapter 6 a DDoS defense mechanism for distributed Internet applications is

presented in a self contained chapter. Lastly, the conclusions are presented in Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Previous Work

DDoS attack defense techniques are examined in this section. Previous approaches such

as traffic pattern-based attack filters, IP traceback-based attack filters, hop-count based filters,

end-point based, rendezvous based, and moving target approaches are examined. For each

approach a brief comparison to the Moving Cloak approach is given, and any shortcomings of

either approach are noted.

2.1 Traffic Pattern-Based Attack Filter

Traffic pattern-based attack filters, which are widely employed, analyze network traffic and

compare patterns with a dictionary of known attacks, or automatically detect anomalous traffic

and flag it as malicious. The detection of anomalies in traffic patterns, or intrusion detection, as

an indicator of malicious behavior is detailed in [1, 39]. The Cisco Traffic Anomaly Detector

XT [4] detects DDoS attacks by passively monitoring network traffic on the packet level,

then forwarding suspicious traffic to the Cisco Guard XT, which applies various policies to

the suspicious traffic. In this particular Cisco approach each packet passes through a five-

stage inspection process, which identifies and blocks suspicious traffic. The five stages of

the XT series of Cisco’s DDoS attack mitigation process follows: dynamic filtering, active

12
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verification, anomaly recognition, protocol analysis, and the rate-limit traffic stage [4].

As mentioned, the Cisco Traffic Anomaly Detector XT is a packet filtering traffic pattern-

based attack filter, it does not examine the contents of the packets. Additional types of traffic

pattern-based attack filters includes stateful inspection, and proxy-based firewalls [2]. The

stateful inspection approach tracks each connection traversing all interfaces of the firewall

and ensures their validity. Proxy-based firewalls employ a single proxy server that opens a

separated TCP/IP connection to the Internet application on behalf of the user, which is compu-

tationally intensive and differs from the proxy-network based approach, which only forwards

the user’s traffic, and does not open a separate TCP/IP connection for each user, and therefore

requires significantly less overhead and does not contain a single point of failure.

Additional companies provide commercially available traffic pattern-based attack filters for

DDoS defense, which employ packet filtering and/or stateful inspection of traffic. These

products include the Mazu Enforcer, Peakflow, Webscreen, Captus, MANAnet, and Stealth

Watch [37]. Each product is composed of one of a variety of implementations of anomaly de-

tection. Once malicious traffic is identified, various automated responses can be taken, some

of which follow: alert the network administrator, drop suspicious packets, deny traffic, divert

traffic for further examination, rate-limit traffic, and filter traffic through the use of a router’s

Access Control List (ACL). Most of the defensive actions initiated by these products are con-

trolled by thresholds defined by a network administrator. The threshold settings are important

because they greatly affect the false alarm rate of the products. A weakness of the noted prod-

ucts is that they can be overwhelmed by a packet flooding attack. The Moving Cloak approach

dilutes the power of a DDoS attack through the creation of a set of ingress points, therefore

the attacker’s power at each ingress point is equal to 1
# of ingress points

. The increase in quan-

tity of ingress points, which are physical resources, may incur a prohibitive economic cost,

but the total cost of a proxy network with a set of ingress points, compulsory for the Moving

Cloak approach, is comparable to the cost of the previously mentioned commercially available
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products.

2.2 IP Traceback-Based Attack Filter

An IP traceback-based attack filter DDoS mitigation technique can effectively filter a DDoS

attack if the attack is recognized and enough system resources are available to route the normal

traffic. One attack filter technique includes a hash-based traceback function, both software [42]

and hardware-based [43], which requires that each router records the address information of

each forwarded packet, this data is saved for a period of time. Thus a packet of an attacker can

be traced back to a source, and the source could be partitioned from the network. In Pi [30],

each router inserts a fingerprint into the IP header of a packet for path reconstruction at a

later time. The embedding of partial traceback information into IP packets at the router level,

which can be expressed as an algebraic technique that encodes path information into packets

and reconstructs them at the Internet application site, is detailed in [38, 40].

IP traceback-based solutions contain a few major drawbacks. IP traceback based approaches

often become prohibitively complex and expensive when deployed on a network with a large

number of sources, or when the sources are greatly dispersed throughout the network [37]. An

additional shortcoming of the IP traceback approach, as compared to other approaches, is that

once the attacker gains the IP address of the victim, or a firewall leading to the victim, any

number of paths could be taken to the victim in the future. In the Moving Cloak approach,

the true IP address of the Internet application is hidden from all users, and user traffic is

simply forwarded to the Internet application. Additionally, the Moving Cloak approach can

be deployed in conjunction with an Intrusion Detection System (IDS), which is incompatible

with some filter-based DDoS attack defense approaches. Lastly, unlike an IP traceback-based

attack filter, the Moving Cloak approach does not require additional software on the user’s

end of the connection, either in the form of additions to the IP packet performed on the user’s
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machine, or by a server at each user’s ISP.

2.3 Hop-Count Attack Filter

In order to provide protection against spoofing of an IP address, the hop-count filter tech-

nique [41, 49] maps a hop count to an IP address [49]. Thus malicious traffic that contains

a spoofed IP address will be recognized as such, unless the attacker guesses the correct hop

count. A limitation of this defense, and the IP traceback defense, is a vulnerability to flooding

attacks, e.g., the servers that perform the computations necessary to traceback an IP address, or

verify the hop counts, could be flooded with packets and thus resources would not be available

to verify valid traffic. As is the case in all traceback approaches, an additional shortcoming

of the filter approach is that the attackers are allowed to obtain the IP address of the Internet

application, or at least the firewall leading to the Internet application. The Moving Cloak ap-

proach presented in this thesis is designed to prevent an attacker from obtaining the true IP

address of an Internet application.

2.4 End-Point Defense

Additional defense mechanisms include resource replication services and attack isolation

strategies [25]. These mechanisms are referred to as end-point defensive approaches because

the defense is center upon the ends of the connections from the user to the Internet application,

unlike filters which filter attackers in the middle of the connections. Resource replication as

a defense can incur a prohibitive economic cost. The replication of both bandwidth capacity

and computing resources is costly, and the failover mechanisms that control the failover itself

can be susceptible to DDoS attack.
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2.5 Rendezvous-Based Defense

Another DDoS attack defense approach is a rendezvous-based approach, in which two par-

ties of a communique rendezvous at an authentication server that verifies credentials and al-

lows, or coordinates, the communication via an alternate path. In [29] various overlay routing

and IP filtering techniques are surveyed and a rendezvous-based defense, named Mayday, is

presented. A drawback of Mayday is that it requires a set of authorized users to be known in

advance, which is not reasonable for a general web service available to the general public. In

Internet Indirect Infrastructure (I3), secure-I3 [28, 26], and its successor OverDoSe [27], an in-

direction layer gives the Internet application control over which packets they receive through

the employment of a 3rd party server, which receives notification from both the users and

the Internet application. The 3rd party server grants permission to communicate by posting

a pointer to an IP address. I3, secure-I3, and OverDoSe provide a means to identify an In-

ternet application through a 3rd party, without using the IP address directly. In the previous

approaches the authors do not address the potential problem of a penetration attack, i.e., what

happens when the 3rd party is compromised. Thus I3, secure-I3, and OverdoSe contain a

single point of failure, which is the 3rd party server that coordinates the communication. The

Moving Cloak approach does not contain a single point of failure accessible to users, and hides

the IP addresses of most nodes in the proxy network from all non-neighboring nodes, not just

the end-users, as is the case in secure-I3. The result is that the attacker has access to fewer IP

addresses, therefore there are fewer potential victims of a direct attack.

Additional rendezvous based DDoS attack defense techniques hide the IP address of an In-

ternet application behind an existing overlay network. They include SoS [19], WebSoS [20],

and the proposed Dynabone [10], in which all traffic to an Internet application is routed through

a proxy network. Compared to the Moving Cloak approach, the overhead incurred by SoS and

WebSoS results in a significant increase in the end-to-end latency. Also unlike the Moving
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Cloak approach, SoS and WebSoS are rendezvous based approaches. SoS and WebSoS are

classified as rendezvous based approaches because the Internet application only accepts traffic

from a small set of approved routes, thus the users must obtain this information before con-

tacting the Internet application. The use of an overlay network to hide the true IP address of

an Internet application from the users is superior to the use of a single firewall for such a task,

because traffic in the overlay network may take a multitude of paths to the Internet application,

and a single potential bottleneck (the firewall) does not exist. Additionally, the proxy network

can be reconfigured so that the path taken by the users’ packets can change, thus making a

successful DDoS attack more difficult. A drawback of SoS and WebSoS, as is also the case

with all rendezvous based approaches, is that the server that coordinates the communication is

a single point of failure.

The Dynabone architecture, which has been proposed but no prototype yet exists, proposes a

protective proxy network that both proactively and reactively resists DDoS attacks. Dynabone

employs the X-bone [11] proxy network to create a multitude of paths from a user to an Internet

application, in which nodes affected by a DDoS attack may be disconnected, and alternate

routes through the proxy network can provide effective service. Each link of Dynabone’s

proxy network is isolated from the other links with a unique set of keys that enables secure

communication for a pair of nodes that compose a link in the proxy network. Dynabone’s

aim is to create a proxy network that degrades gracefully in the presence of a DDoS attack.

Although a prototype for Dynabone does not yet exist, it is noteworthy because all traffic over

the proxy network does not require routing or processing above the network layer, OSI layer 3,

which incurs significantly less overhead than the application layer, OSI layer 7, which all other

implemented proxy networks, designed for DDoS defense, pass traffic. Although Dynabone

does not run on the application level, it runs on the kernel-level, and thus requires a generic

Linux server for each proxy network node. In comparison, the Moving Cloak approach only

requires Commercially Available Off the Shelf (COTS) dedicated routers for each node in
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the proxy network, and one Linux server, the use of which is explained in Chapter 3. Unlike

SoS, WebSoS, and Dynabone, the Moving Cloak approach proactively reconfigures, i.e., alters

the IP addresses of proxy network nodes, thus IP addresses of proxy nodes discovered by an

attacker can be rendered obsolete. Also unlike Dynabone, the Moving Cloak approach contains

an additional mechanism that hides the IP address of the proxy network nodes, and safeguards

this globally relevant information.

The OverDoSe rendezvous-based defense employs a puzzle service in conjunction with an

overlay network that serves to limit the rate at which malicious traffic can open new connec-

tions with the service, the malicious overlay node is bounded by its computational resources

because each open connection requires a verification of a solved puzzle. An IP address of an

Internet application can be hidden by the use of puzzles [52], in which the users’ packets are

forces through a series of nodes, each containing a puzzle piece, and the IP address of the

application is revealed only after all the puzzle pieces are assembled. Currently, the puzzle

action requires application level calculations at each network hop, which incurs a significant

overhead upon the network compared to the Moving Cloak approach. An additional drawback

of a puzzle action approach is its susceptibility to bandwidth consumption and packet flooding

DDoS attacks. If the server that verified the puzzle is overwhelmed with malicious requests,

which request validation of invalid puzzles, then valid puzzle assemblies that correspond to

valid traffic are adversely affected. Lastly, unlike the puzzle action approach, the Moving

Cloak approach does not require additional software on the user’s end of the connection, ei-

ther in the form of additions to the IP packet performed on the user’s machine or by a server

at each user’s ISP.
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2.6 Moving Target Defense

Another defense mechanism is termed a moving target defense, which alters the IP address

of the Internet application, but is difficult to employ because valid users must be able to seam-

lessly access the application during the migration. The performance of several paths among

a Wide Area Network (WAN) are examined, and the topology of the overlay network is au-

tomatically altered in response to a DDoS attack, e.g., the attackers’ machines are isolated

from the network. Similar to the moving-target defense, reactive reconfiguration of an overlay

network [21, 31] may provide several paths from the user to the Internet application. A limita-

tion of the moving target, and other reactive reconfiguration DDoS defense approaches, is that

they do not employ proactive reconfiguration mechanisms that are able to render information

gained by an attacker obsolete, which the Moving Cloak approach employs and is detailed in

the next paragraph.

A subclass of the moving target defense is the proactive reconfiguration mechanism, which

proactively reconfigures nodes that compose a proxy network and is employed by the Moving

Cloak approach. Thus, knowledge gained by an attacker during an attack can be rendered

obsolete if that portion of the proxy network is proactively reconfigured. The major strength of

the proactive reconfiguration approach is that the attack does not have to be detected; if a node

is controlled by an attacker and that node is selected for a random proactive reconfiguration,

the attacker will lose control of that node. Details on the proactive reconfiguration process are

given in Chapter 3.

Previous work in proactive reconfiguration proves that proxy networks with proactive ran-

dom proxy node migration can effectively prevent infrastructure-level DDoS attacks [22]. Al-

though the Moving Cloak approach is similar to the application-level proxy network [22, 23,

24], which is classified as a moving target based DDoS defense, two significant differences ex-

ist. Firstly the Moving Cloak approach does not share TCP connections among users. Traffic
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attributed to each user is seamlessly routed through a unique TCP/IP connection. A malicious

attacker sending traffic across the proxy network during a bandwidth/resource consumption

attack has a less detrimental effect on the Moving Cloak’s proxy node compared to a proxy

node from the application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24] approach, because the Moving

Cloak approach can drop the attacker’s packets on the network layer, OSI layer 3, in which

the attacker’s traffic will consume less bandwidth/resources than would be consumed on the

TCP/IP transport, OSI layer 4, shared connections. The ability of the Moving Cloak approach

to drop attacker’s packets on the network layer enables the Moving Cloak approach to ex-

hibit superior Internet application response time as compared to the application-level proxy

network [22, 23, 24] approach, as is demonstrated in section 4.3.2. The Internet application

response time is defined as the download time of a file request by the user from an Internet

application.

Secondly, work presented in conjunction with the application-level proxy network [22, 23,

24] does not describe a reactive recovery process, in which compromised hosts recover only

after a compromise is suspected or detected. The Moving Cloak approach detects attackers

via the Tamper Detection mechanism detailed in section 3.2.2. Mechanisms defined in the

Moving Cloak approach periodically check the integrity, and detect any attackers that have

compromised a proxy network node. Unlike work presented in [22, 23, 24], which proposes

proactive proxy node reconfiguration, this thesis also determines the optimal proxy node re-

configuration rate, given in (3.7). The framework of the Moving Cloak approach is detailed in

Chapter 3.

Certain performance metrics of a proxy network is modeled by two separate models. Par-

tially due to the Moving Cloak approach’s employment of a Tamper Detection mechanism,

the Moving Cloak approach performs better in both Models. The first model is novel and is

termed the novel Proxy network Model with Reconfiguration as Cost (PMRC), and is presented

in section 3.4. Using the novel PMRC model, the application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24]
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DDoS attack defense approach is compared to the Moving Cloak approach, and analytical

results are presented in section 3.5.1. The PMRC model is employed to estimate the ability

of the approach to keep proxy network nodes hidden and fully operational, i.e., not currently

under proactive reconfiguration. The second model is presented in [105, 23], and is detailed in

section 5.3.1. The model in [105, 23] determines the vulnerability of the proxy network, i.e.,

the ability of the proxy network to resist DDoS attacks by preventing attackers from obtaining

the real IP address of the Internet application. Using the vulnerability model [105, 23], the

Moving Cloak approach and the application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24] approach are

compared in section 5.5.
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Moving Cloak Approach

Proxy networks are a type of overlay network that enable users to communicate with an

Internet application without the knowledge of the application’s true IP address. The users are

sent through a series of proxy routers that pass traffic from the users to the Internet application.

Thus, for a successful DDoS attack to occur the attackers must gain unauthorized access to a

series of nodes in a continuous path to the Internet application. Because each node only has

knowledge of the IP address of neighboring nodes, the Internet application is only accessible

via paths through a small set of neighboring nodes. An Internet application’s resistance to

DDoS attacks is greatly improved when it is hidden behind a proxy network. The task of keep-

ing communication between two parties anonymous, work which includes [44, 45, 46], differs

greatly from hiding an IP address of an Internet application and preventing a successful DDoS

attack, the latter is desired in this work. A network architecture that provides anonymity in

communication may still be vulnerable to DDoS attack, because the mechanisms that provide

the anonymity may be flooded by attackers, therefore alone it is not an effective tool in the

resistance against DDoS attacks. This chapter describes the Moving Cloak approach’s compo-

nents that manage the proxy network and thus provide anonymity for any Internet application.

In section 3.1 the framework of the Moving Cloak approach is presented, and section 3.1.1

22
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provides a detailed accounting of where important components of the Moving Cloak approach

are presented. Section 3.2 describes the process level architecture, and section 3.3 provides

implementation details. A novel Proxy network Model with Reconfiguration as Cost (PMRC)

is provided, along with the supporting calculations to determine the optimal reconfiguration

rate, in section 3.4. A brief comparison to the application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24]

approach using the PMRC is provided, with analytical results, in section 3.5.1.

3.1 Framework of the Moving Cloak Approach

The Moving Cloak approach for the defense against DDoS attacks is detailed in this section.

An illustration of nominal Internet traffic from a User to an Internet application is illustrated

in Fig. 3.1. In comparison, an overview of the Moving Cloak architecture is given in Fig. 3.2.

As seen in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2, each User first contacts a Domain Name Server (DNS) to obtain

the IP address of an ingress point into the proxy network, and the IP address of the Internet

application, which is not the real IP address but rather an address that the proxy network

eventually translates into the real IP address. As illustrated in Fig. 3.2, a User enters the proxy

network through an ingress point and is automatically routed to the Internet application, seen

on the lower right of Fig. 3.2.

3.1.1 High Level Architecture

This section details the globally aware Manager node component of the Moving Cloak ap-

proach denoted in Fig. 3.2. The remainder of the components denoted in Fig. 3.2 are intro-

duced in this section, but detailed in other sections of the chapter, as noted.

The globally aware Manager node can access any node in the proxy network through a set

of ingress points on the Internet application end of the proxy network. Fig. 3.2 illustrates traf-

fic attributed to the proxy network’s configuration commands, which passes from the globally

aware Manager node to the proxy network via the proxy node closest to the Internet appli-
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cation. The path from the User to the Internet application via the top two proxy nodes is a

redundant path. The only traffic passed from the globally aware Manager node to the DDNS

server pertains to any change in the ingress points to the proxy network.

The globally aware Manager node is a single server with global knowledge of the proxy

network. The globally aware Manager node also hosts a data structure that contains items

including global IP addresses, router configuration files, passwords, and source IP addresses

that the access control list of the routers allows a Secure SHell (SSH) connection from, from

which the routers are reconfigured by the globally aware Manager node. The only purpose

of the globally aware Manager node is to detect tampering within the proxy network and to

reconfigure a portion of the proxy network.

The proxy network nodes illustrated in Fig. 3.2 are overlayed upon standard Internet con-

nections. The overlayed proxy network is illustrated in Fig. 3.3, which details an example of

how the proxy network nodes communicate with each other via a telecommunication com-

pany’s backbone network [5]. Figure 3.3 illustrates a sample telecommunication company’s

backbone network, which consists of Optical Carriers (OC) and Digital Signal (DS) networks.

The Moving Cloak approach is described on the process level in section 3.2. The globally

aware Manager node hosts the Reconfiguration mechanism and the Tamper Detection mech-

anism, which are fully described and defined in section 3.2. Details of the implementation of

the Moving Cloak approach are given in section 3.3. The management of the ingress points of

the proxy network is defined in section 3.3.1, and the use of VPNs that compose the framework

of the proxy network is detailed in section 3.3.2.

The proxy network is not composed of a single Virtual Private Network (VPN), but rather

a set of VPNs. Since the proxy network’s primary tasks are to hide the IP of the Internet

application and to enable a multitude of paths to the Internet application, the Moving Cloak

defense does not utilize a single VPN, but rather a set of VPNs that work in unison. Within

the proxy network virtual links interconnect each node. An important restriction is placed
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Figure 3.1. Example of nominal Internet traffic.

upon each node in the proxy network, each node may only communicate with a small set of

predetermined neighbors. Thus each virtual link, which connects the node to its small set

of neighbors, is a true VPN. Therefore each link in the proxy network is a separate VPN, as

denoted in the legend of Fig. 3.2.

Several access restrictions are placed upon the components denoted in Fig. 3.2. The Users

only have knowledge of a DNS server, and the ingress points to the proxy network. Each

proxy network node only has the true IP address of its neighbors, and is only allowed direct

communication with neighbors. The Internet application may only contact neighboring proxy

network nodes. The globally aware Manager node has global knowledge of the network and

may contact any element.

In addition to a full description of the Moving Cloak approach, this chapter contains a de-

tailed treatise of the calculation of the optimal proxy network reconfiguration rate. The optimal

reconfiguration rate of proactive reconfiguration is determined in section 3.4 and theoretical

results are presented in section 3.5. Using a novel model of a proxy network’s performance

presented in section 3.4, a theoretical comparison of the performance of the Moving Cloak
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Figure 3.2. Overview of the Moving Cloak framework.
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Figure 3.3. Overview of the Moving Cloak framework and an underlying network [5], with

link type and throughput, e.g., Optical Carrier at 9.6Gbps (OC-192) and Digital Signal at

44.7Mbps (DS-3 or T3).
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approach and the application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24] approach is presented. Some

conditions for a successful DDoS attack upon a network deployment of the Moving Cloak

approach to DDoS attack defense are listed in section 3.6.

3.2 Process Level Architecture

The Moving Cloak approach consists of three principle processes, which are hosted by the

globally aware Manager node illustrated in Fig. 3.2. In this thesis the globally aware Manager

node is referred to as a system because it consists of concurrent processes and controls a shared

resource, the proxy network. The three principle processes follow:

1. P1: periodic proactive Reconfiguration

2. P2: reactive Tamper Detection

3. P3: periodic Tamper Detection

A resource graph [15] is employed to model the access of concurrent processes to resources,

and later is employed to prove the system’s deadlock-free property in section 3.2.4. In Fig. 3.4

two novel resource graphs are illustrated that contain the three processes labeled P1, P2, and

P3. These three processes are hosted by the globally aware Manager node shown in Fig. 3.2.

P1 initiates the proactive periodic Reconfiguration mechanism, detailed in section 3.2.1. P2 is

the reactive Tamper Detection mechanism that may be called from P1 or a 3rd party intrusion

detection system, and P3 is the proactive periodic Tamper Detection mechanism, detailed in

section 3.2.2. In Fig. 3.4 the single resource in R1 and the resources labeled R2 correspond to

the proxy network nodes illustrated in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. Therefore access to individual proxy

network nodes is restricted to processes P1, P2, and P3, also the processes may not access a

single proxy node concurrently. The remainder of this section defines and details the resource

graphs illustrated in Fig. 3.4, including the meaning of the graph’s edges and access policies.
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Figure 3.4. Resource graph with the Reconfiguration and Tamper Detection mechanism as

processes, and the proxy network nodes, of Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, as resources.

The proactive Reconfiguration mechanism periodically changes the IP address of the proxy

nodes, and thus creates a moving target for attackers, which is detailed in section 3.2.1. The

Tamper Detection mechanism ensures that no attackers are currently logged into the proxy

network node, and that the proxy node’s configuration files have not been tampered with, and

is detailed in section 3.2.2. The presentation of the algorithms that compose the globally aware

Manager node is given in section 3.2.3, and proof that the algorithms compose a deadlock-free

system is provided in section 3.2.4.

Since the Manager node contains concurrent processes that interact with the distributed

proxy network, it is important that the Manager node’s processes are deadlock-free in all pos-

sible system states. Figure 3.4 contains two resource graphs that detail the interactions between

processes and resources, in this case the resources are proxy network nodes exclusively in the
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requested or assigned state. A request edge is represented by a directed edge with the pro-

cess at the base of the directed edge and a consumable or reusable resource at the head of

the directed edge, the edge represents a process requesting a resource. An assignment edge

represents a resource being assigned to a process, with the resource at the base of the directed

edge and the process at the head of the directed edge. An assignment edge from a resource

y to process x of proxy network node i is represented by the unordered set of natural numbers

represented by (Ry, Px), in which i is an element, e.g.; the set (R2, P1) contains the proxy

network node ID’s of the assigned nodes, and the cardinality of the set is the number of as-

signment edges between R2 and P1. In Fig. 3.4 there are four request or assignment edges

between P1 and R2, the quantity of edges corresponds to a sample degree two proxy network

topology. Two of the edges between P1 and R2 represent the two neighbors of the node to be

reconfigured, the third is the node to be reconfigured, and the fourth represents a single extra

node which is not currently employed in the proxy network topology. The purpose of the extra

node is defined in section 3.2.3.

A method to prove an algorithm, or system, is deadlock-free is presented in [15, 16]. If a

resource graph can be reduced, i.e, all it’s edges can be eliminated and no pending requests

are left, then the system is considered to be in the deadlock-free [16] state. In this section the

system, which consists of concurrent processes that are hosted by the globally aware Manager

node and control the resources, i.e., the proxy network, is proven to be deadlock-free in all

possible states, in Theorem 3.2.1. Figure 3.4a illustrates a resource graph, for a degree two

proxy network, with the maximum number of requests, and Fig. 3.4b illustrates the resource

graph with the requests assigned.

The globally aware Manager node directly connects to a node in the proxy network, and

not through ingress points as normal traffic would. The globally aware Manager node initiates

reconfiguration and may only perform one operation, a change of the IP address of the nodes

within the proxy network and an update of the keys and access control lists, as detailed in
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section 3.2.1. The globally aware Manager does not accept any unsolicited connections, there-

fore it ignores all incoming traffic and is not susceptible to DDoS attack. In order to render

an attacker’s information obsolete, the Manager node periodically changes the IP address of

every node in the proxy network.

Although the Manager node is a potential single point of failure, sufficient steps are taken to

ensure proper functionality. The Manager node is a potential bottleneck point, but each user of

the proxy network does not require its service. Therefore if a DDoS attack is perpetrated upon

the Manager node, the Manager node can change its IP address, thus eluding the DDoS attack.

This defense plan assumes that the perpetrator of the attack does not gain access to the secure

list of global IP addresses and passwords. This is not an unreasonable assumption because

the Manager node only connects to and accepts traffic originating from the node currently

under reconfiguration. Again, the employment of an Intrusion Detection System (IDS) in

conjunction with data encryption provides sufficient security against this scenario.

3.2.1 Reconfiguration Mechanism

The Reconfiguration mechanism institutes the proactive reconfiguration of the proxy net-

work, and is denoted as P1 in Fig. 3.4. The Reconfiguration mechanism is a process that

ensures that proxy network nodes do not enter a deadlock state during the reconfiguration pro-

cess. When an IP address of a node is altered or the proxy network topology is altered, the

Manager node also updates each virtual neighbor of the reconfigured node. Each reconfigu-

ration command uses a password that is unique to each proxy node, a correct password must

be given for the node to reconfigure. The access control list of the router that is reconfigured

accepts traffic from only its proxy network neighbors and an IP address unique to that node,

which is known only to the globally aware Manager node. When the Manager node connects

to a proxy node for reconfiguration, it first alters the IP address that other proxy nodes believe

is its IP address, to match the address that the proxy node will allow a connection from, i.e.,
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the address in the router’s access control list. A mechanism that allows for a hardware reset,

and an automatic configuration file reload from files on a remote server, is necessary in case

an attacker gains administrator access to the router, and prevents a software reload. Also, it

is assumed that there exists a robust IDS in the Manager node, and that the list of global IP

addresses and passwords that are unique for each node are not accessed by a malicious user.

IDS’s significantly differs from DDoS attack defense mechanisms because IDS’s are limited

to only the detection of and not necessarily the defense against DDoS attacks. The Reconfig-

uration mechanism’s pseudo code is provided in section 3.2.3.

In order to illustrate the underlying connection between the nodes that compose the proxy

network, seen in the underlying map in Fig. 3.3, the router hops, i.e. paths, between a real

world example of two pairs of potential proxy nodes are detailed. A theoretical scenario is

presented in which the destination of the traceroute in Fig. A.1 reconfigures and is assigned

a new IP address, which is the destination of the traceroute in Fig. A.2. The destination

of both paths differ, but the paths share many common hops, as is seen in the paths of the

traceroute command given in Figs. A.1 and A.2. Both paths contain common hops because

both destinations are in the same domain, yet are assigned different IP addresses.

After the proxy node is assigned the new IP address, the routing tables entries for the new

IP are automatically updated via an internal gateway routing protocol, RIPv2 in this case. The

new IP address is already known to the exterior gateway protocol, Border Gateway Protocol

(BGP), which is employed between ISP domains, and after the reconfiguration the newly re-

configured proxy node now accepts traffic at the new IP address. Now routers between the

proxy nodes, seen in the map in Fig. 3.3, can route traffic to the sample proxy node via the

new IP address.
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3.2.2 Tamper Detection Mechanism

The reactive and periodic Tamper Detection mechanisms are denoted as P2 and P3 in

Fig. 3.4, respectively. The best defense against DDoS attack is intrusion detection and pre-

vention of root level compromise [3]. The Tamper Detection mechanism detects root level

compromise. The periodic Tamper Detection mechanism inspects each node of the proxy net-

work to verify that no attackers are currently logged into the system, and that the router’s

configuration files have not been tampered with.

The Tamper Detection is conducted by processes P2 and P3 hosted on the Manager node,

which opens an SSH connection to the firewall and changes its own global IP address to match

the source IP address permitted by the access control list of the proxy network node. Once

the Manager node opens an SSH connection to the router it verifies that no other SSH or

Telnet sessions are open on the router, and that the configuration file has not been tampered

with. This is accomplished through the periodic comparison of the router’s ”running-config”

file, which is the router configuration file that is currently running, with a copy of the router’s

configuration file that the Manager node has saved. The comparison is conducted by copying

the ”running-config”, contained in the router’s memory, to a local file on the router, then the

Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTP) client executable on the router is employed to copy the

written file of the ”running-config” to a TFTP server running on the Manager node.

If the configuration files have been tampered with, or there is another SSH or Telnet session

open on the proxy network node, or the proxy network node is inaccessible, then the proxy net-

work node is flagged for reconfiguration. Once again, when a node is migrated all connections

to the node are temporarily lost because the proxy network node is completely reloaded, and it

obtains an entirely new configuration, and new IP address, from a tamper-proof image on the

Manager node. The Tamper Detection mechanism’s pseudo code is provided in section 3.2.3.
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3.2.3 Algorithmic Description

The pseudo code for processes P1, P2, and P3, of Fig. 3.4, is given in Figs. 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7

respectively. The functions called by the processes P1, P2, and P3, are declared in Fig. B.1,

and defined in Figs. 3.8 and B.2. The resource labeled R2 in Fig 3.4 represents the nodes

in the proxy network, access to proxy network nodes is controlled by mutual exclusion locks

(mutexes) [15], which are employed to prevent two or more processes from accessing the same

proxy network node simultaneously. In this application a mutex can also be referred to as a

binary semaphore [15]. The data structure, proxy node array in Fig. B.1, contains informa-

tion pertaining to each node in the proxy network and a mutex for each node is represented by

R1 and R2. Access to the proxy node must be requested via the mutex lock variable, named

LOCKED, in the proxy node array data structure detailed in Fig. B.1. The functions P,

”get”, and V, ”release”, control access to the mutex, and are given in Fig. B.2. The resource

R1 in the graphs given in Fig. 3.4 is a single node that process P1 produces. Process P1 con-

trols access to R1 by holding the node’s mutex lock, and allowing process P2 to perform a

Tamper Detection operation.

P1(IN/OUT QUEUE) #periodic reconfiguration
DO

#remove all repetitive nodes in the queue, by traversing the queue and removing
# nodes with the same global_ID
Unique_Migrate_QUEUE()
DO

node = Get_Migrate_QUEUE()
Reconfigure_Topology(extra,node)
#until queue is empty

UNTIL (node == NULL)
wait(inter-reconfiguration_time)
#select random node for reconfiguration
node = nodes[random(1,number_of_nodes)]

#reconfigure any nodes in the queue
Reconfigure_Topology(extra,node)

#$P1_halt_signal is an environment var that is set to 1 to indicate that P1 should stopped
UNTIL $P1_halt_signal

Figure 3.5. P1 of Fig. 3.4: periodic proactive Reconfiguration.

When a random node is chosen for migration, via the random function in Fig. 3.5, the proxy

network topology reconfiguration function, given as Reconfigure T opology in Fig. 3.8, is ex-

ecuted. An example of a reconfiguration of the proxy network is given in Fig. 3.9. In the exam-
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P2(IN/OUT node) #receive signal to perform Tamper Detection from P1
DO

Tamper_Detect(node)
#$P2_halt_signal is an environment var that is set to 1 to indicate that P2 should stopped
UNTIL $P2_halt_signal

Figure 3.6. P2 of Fig. 3.4: reactive Tamper Detection.

P3() #periodic tamper detect
DO

node=nodes[random(1,number_of_nodes)]
P(node)
Tamper_Detect(node)
V(node)

#$P3_halt_signal is an environment var that is set to 1 to indicate that P3 should stopped
UNTIL $P3_halt_signal

Figure 3.7. P3 of Fig. 3.4: periodic Tamper Detection.

Proxy Network Topology Reconfiguration Function

Reconfigure_Topology(extra, Z)
Tamper_Detect(extra)
P(extra)
P(Z)
old_IP = extra.IP
inc = 0
foreach (X -> Z.list_of_neighbors_by_global_ID)

inc = inc+1
P(X)
extra.list_of_neighbors_by_global_ID[inc]=z.list_of_neighbors_by_global_ID[inc]

END foreach

#now the mutex for the node to be migrated and all its neighbors is obtained.
#i.e., no other process may access them
Reconfigure_Extra(extra, Z)

foreach(X -> extra.list_of_neighbors_by_global_ID)
Reconfigure_Neighbor(X, old_IP, extra.IP)

END foreach

#now the mutex on the X nodes can be release
foreach(X -> extra.list_of_neighbors_by_global_ID)

V(X)
END foreach

#now switch extra and Z names and release mutex on each
temp = Z
Z = extra
extra = temp
V(extra)
V(Z)

Figure 3.8. Main proxy network topology reconfiguration function.
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ple node Z is replaced by the node labeled extra. The nodes labeled X are updated with node

Z’s new IP. The Reconfigure T opology algorithm in Fig. 3.8, which calls selected functions

given in Fig. B.2, ensures that the neighbors of the node selected for migration are notified of

the migration, and that the IP addresses and other relevant information is exchanged between

node Z and its new neighbors. Using information from the proxy node array data structure

in Fig. B.1, a new router configuration file is created and loaded, also routing information is

exchanged for every router reconfiguration.

after reconfiguration

proxy network link

node to be reconfigured

node that replaces Z

neighbor of node to be reconfigured

Legend:

X
Z

X

X X

extra

X
Z

X

X X

extra
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extra
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X X

X X

Z

extra

Figure 3.9. Example of a proxy network topology reconfiguration of the node labeled Z ,

i.e., before and after a call to Reconfigure T opology(extra, z) of Fig. 3.8.

3.2.4 Proof of the Globally Aware Manager Node’s Deadlock-Free Property

This section provides proof that the processes that compose the globally aware manager

nodes are free from deadlock. The globally aware Manager node, denoted in Fig. 3.2, hosts
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the processes P1, P2, P3, and controls access to the resources labeled R1 and R2, as illustrated

in Fig. 3.4. Each resource labeled R1 or R2 represents a proxy network node illustrated in

Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. In order to employ a resource graph to prove that the globally aware Manager

node system is free from deadlock, some terms first need to be defined. The term blocked can

be informally worded as there are more requests for resources than there are free resources,

and is formally defined as follows.

Definition 3.2.1 A process Px is blocked in a state if and only if for some resource Ry, the

number of request edges (Px, Ry) exceeds ry, where ry = total # of units of the resource

present in the system - # of assignment edges [15].

Definition 3.2.2 A cycle in a graph is a path that starts and ends on the same node [15].

Definition 3.2.3 A state is an expedient state if all processes having outstanding requests

are blocked [15].

Definition 3.2.4 In a general resource graph,

• A cycle is a necessary condition for a deadlock [15].

• If the graph is expedient, then a knot is a sufficient condition for deadlock [15].

Theorem 3.2.1 The system represented by the processes and resources represented in the re-

source graph, Fig. 3.4a, is free from deadlock in all possible states.

Proof : Since P1 holds the mutex for R1 while P2 accesses R1, there is never any contention

between P1 and P2 for the resource R1, and a deadlock of P1 and P2 due to R1 is not possible.

The remainder of the proof proves that the system is free from deadlock in all possible states

because neither P1 nor P3 can be simultaneously blocked while accessing or trying to access

the nodes of the shared resource R2.
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Corollary 3.2.1 The resource graph illustrated in Fig. 3.4a does not contain a cycle.

A cycle, as defined in Def. 3.2.2, cannot exist in any possible state of the resource graph

given in Fig. 3.4a because there exists no paths that can start and end on the same node.

Corollary 3.2.2 The system detailed in the resource graph Fig. 3.4a can never enter an

expedient state.

As defined in Def. 3.2.3, the system detailed by the resource graph in Fig. 3.4a cannot enter

the expedient state because process P1 and P3 will never be blocked simultaneously, as proven

below in Lemma 3.2.1.

Lemma 3.2.1 If (1 + degree of the proxy network) ≤ (total # proxy nodes), then P1 and P3

can never be blocked (Def. 3.2.1) simultaneously.

Proof : If Px is in a blocked state then according to Def. 3.2.1 the following must hold true:

|Px, Ry| > (total # proxy nodes − # of assignments) (3.1)

which can be stated as the number of requests are greater than the number of available/unassigned

resources. With the term (Px, Ry) representing an unordered set of request edges from the

process x to the resource y, which contains as elements the Global ID of the requested proxy

nodes, and |Px, Ry| representing the cardinality of the set. Since the presented algorithms ex-

hibit the feature

|Px, Ry| =

(

(degree of the proxy network + 1) − (# of assignments)

)

(3.2)

and the limit

max(# of assignments) = (degree of the proxy network + 1)
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then by definition, for Px to be blocked, and by substituting (3.2) into (3.1), the following must

hold true:

(degree of the proxy network + 1) > (total # proxy nodes)

Therefore, if (3.3) below, from Lemma 3.2.1 is true

(degree of the proxy network + 1) ≤ (total # proxy nodes) (3.3)

then P1 and P3 can never be blocked simultaneously, because there will always be free re-

sources for all requests. The proof for Lemma 3.2.1 is complete, and the proof for Theo-

rem 3.2.1 continues.

Access to the reusable resources at the base of the assignment edges for P1 and P3 is mutu-

ally exclusive, i.e., if the proxy node i is an element of the unordered set of assignment edges

from R2 to P1, i ∈ (R2, P1), then i /∈ (R2, P3), with i representing the proxy network node’s

Global ID. Mutexes are employed to ensure that P1 and P3 cannot access the same proxy

network node simultaneously. This is accomplished by refusing concurrent access to a partic-

ular proxy node’s configuration information, within the proxy node array data structure in

Fig. B.1. Since mutexes are employed to ensure mutually exclusive access to the ith nodes of

the shared resources labeled R2, P1 and P3 cannot be in the blocked state simultaneously.

Since there is no cycle in Fig. 3.4a, as stated in Corollary 3.2.1, and a cycle is a necessary

condition for deadlock (Def. 3.2.4), and the system cannot exist in an expedient state (Corol-

lary 3.2.2), thus according to Def. 3.2.4 the system cannot enter a deadlocked state, and the

proof for Theorem 3.2.1 is complete. �

The presented system of Fig. 3.4 is also free from livelock, which is classified as a special

case of resource starvation. Since the system contains only one shared data structure, and ac-
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cess to the data structure is limited to only one process at a time, multiple processes cannot

issue an errant reconfiguration command, i.e., a call to Put Queue(extra) of Fig. 3.8. There-

fore the accessed data structure never contains obsolete data, and reconfiguration messages

will be processed in a timely manner, i.e., multiple reconfiguration commands will not be sent

to the same node resulting in the node being in a perpetual reconfiguration state. Thus re-

sources are not starved do to multiple processes taking action upon a single resource, therefore

livelock cannot occur.

3.3 Implementation Details

3.3.1 Ingress Points to the Proxy Network

The set of ingress points to the proxy network periodically change, and are denoted in

Fig. 3.2. Therefore the attacker has a limited amount of time to successfully gain unauthorized

rights, and thus compromise a proxy network node. Since each interior node of the proxy net-

work only accepts traffic from a limited set of approved nodes, an attacker must pass through

this set of nodes. Although the attacker knows the true IP address of any machine that was

compromised, and can deny service to that node until a periodic migration of the node occurs,

the attacker cannot perpetrate attacks further into the network from that point because the node

does not trust traffic from the attacker, i.e., the attacker’s IP address is not on the router’s access

control list. The access control list is a standard feature of any router’s configuration.

A Dynamic Domain Name System (DDNS) [31] is employed to create a set of replicated

dynamic ingress points, i.e., gateways into the proxy network. The DDNS server and a large

set of DNS servers ensure that users have access to an up to date list of ingress points to

the proxy network. The latency of a DNS update ranges from near real time to 5 minutes

depending on the domain extensions, e.g., .com and .biz. All web browsers contain options

for the use of proxy networks and VPNs, the address of the ingress point to the proxy network
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that is returned by the DNS is set in the users’ web browser, and the browser contacts the

ingress point and requests routing for a TCP/IP connection to the IP address of the Internet

application, which is also obtained from the DNS, and is not the Internet application’s true IP

address.

As is seen in Fig. 3.2, the globally aware Manager node contacts the DDNS server in order

to ensure the correct proxy network ingress points are available to the Users. An additional

service [47], can resolve a domain name to a set of dynamic IP addresses, in case one of the IP

addresses does not respond to the request. The IP addresses given to the Users by the DDNS

servers is only one of many ingress points into the proxy network, the true IP address of the

Internet application is hidden, and the Users’ packets are forwarded through the proxy network

to the Internet application. The DDNS server is not a single point of failure for the Moving

Cloak approach because DDNS servers are capable of secure and redundant operation [50].

3.3.2 Virtual Private Networks (VPNs)

The VPNs within a sample proxy network are illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Through the use of

Network Address Translation (NAT) and the IPSec protocol [33, 51], which in tunnel mode

encrypts the source and destination IP addresses of two-way Internet traffic at the network

layer, layer 3 of the OSI model, the proxy network routers can effectively hide the true IP of

the Internet application from the users and attackers. IPSec is employed to secure the links of

a multihop network to protect communication between trusted components, e.g., for the VPN

that composes a link within a proxy network.

The proxy network employs the Router Information Protocol (RIPv2) routing protocol.

RIPv2 is an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) routing protocol which employs the Distant-

vector routing protocol that routes traffic through the path with the least amount of hops.

The Bellman-Ford [34] algorithm is employed by RIPv2 to determine the path with the least

amount of hops. Since the RIPv2 interior routing protocol has a hop limit of 15 hops, future
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implementations of the Moving Cloak approach should employ the Enhanced Interior Gateway

Routing Protocol (EIGRP) [36], which is capable of hop counts as large as 220 hops.

Through the use of Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) [32], traffic attributed to the

routing protocol is encapsulated into IP datagrams, therefore traffic initiated by the routing

protocol, e.g., the connectionless UDP/IP traffic, can be encapsulated and passed through the

VPN. Thus the Moving Cloak framework encrypts and passes RIPv2 routing protocol [35]

traffic through the Internet via the VPNs’ TCP/IP reliable connections.

In the tunnel based IPSec connections, the only the unencrypted IP addresses in the sent

packets are of the two end points of the tunnel. Therefore the end points of the IPSec tunnel

must be the end points of the VPN. This poses a problem if the desired proxy network is

composed of multiple IPSec tunnels, which compose multiple VPNs, which must coordinate

to enable traffic to hop through a set of VPNs to the final destination. The root problem is

that IPSec is not designed to contain next hop router information, although the source and

destination address is contained, there is no location in the IPSec protocol to contain the next

hop router information. A proposal for such functionality, presented in an Internet SOCiety

(ISOC) proposed standards memo [12], has not been accepted as an ISOC standard. The

Moving Cloak approach’s proxy network detailed in this chapter addresses the problem of

the inability of the IPSec protocol to contain the next hop router information, by passing the

packet on to the next router per instruction from the router’s configuration file. Each router

configuration file contains configurations for NAT and RIPv2 routes to direct traffic to an IPSec

tunnel, once that traffic is received at the end of the IPSec tunnel it again passes through a NAT

procedure and is directed towards the next hop router. If the primary IPSec tunnel fails, the

RIPv2 interior routing protocol will automatically reroute traffic through an alternate IPSec

tunnel, via another route.

IPsec is defined as a mandatory component to be implemented in all stacks and Public Key

Infrastructure (PKI) services for IPv6 compliant networks. Currently all VPNs that employ
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IPSec must contain key pairs, which current technology limits to manual configuration. The

key pairs encrypt and decrypt the VPN’s traffic and provides authentication. Therefore, the

key pairs protect against IP spoofing, because traffic is only accepted if it was encrypted with

a corresponding key.

There does not exist a dynamic protocol for the automatic addition and deletion of nodes

of a proxy network, composed of separate IPSec links, as they join and leave the network. In

this thesis all IPSec key pairs required for the construction of a VPN are manually configured

on the routers. The proxy network, which is composed of separate VPNs, must be manually

configured, or configured via an automated shell script, because currently no software exists

for the dynamic addition and deletion of nodes to and from a proxy network composed of

separate VPNs. Current work on the dynamic deployment of IPsec-based VPNs in an IPv6

network is presented in [13], and a proposed ISOC standard that is currently under review for

storing IPSec key information in a DNS is presented in [14].

3.4 Novel Proxy Node Model with Reconfiguration as Cost (PMRC) and

Determination of the Optimal Reconfiguration Rate for the Proactive

Reconfiguration Mechanism (P1 in Fig. 3.4)

This section presents the novel PMRC model that is employed to determine the steady state

probability that a proxy network node is both hidden from attackers, i.e., not exposed, and

is not currently undergoing proactive reconfiguration. If the IP address of a proxy node is

discovered by an attacker, then the proxy node is referred to as exposed. Additionally, the

reconfiguration of proxy network nodes at set intervals, as performed by P1 in Fig. 3.4, is

examined in this section. The optimal proactive reconfiguration rate is determined in terms of

the rate at which the IP address of the proxy network node is discovered by an attacker, i.e.,

becomes exposed as denoted by λ, and the mean period of time a reconfiguration requires, as
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denoted by 1
µ

. Since the distributions of all probabilities in this model are assumed exponential,

the mean period of time a reconfiguration requires is 1
rate

= 1
µ
sec.

The formal optimization is given in (3.5), which formalizes the optimization problem of

maximizing the percentage of operating time a given node in the proxy network is both hidden

from attackers and is not currently undergoing reconfiguration. Before formalizing the opti-

mization, the equation that is optimized (3.5) is derived.

In this section the rate at which an attacker determines the IP address of a proxy network

node is selected to be one IP address per day for each proxy node, thus λ is selected to be

given by 1
24×60×60sec

, which is in units of newly exposed proxy nodes

sec
. The rate at which a proxy

node returns from a reconfiguration state to a hidden state is represented by µ. The opti-

mal reconfiguration interval for a node in the proxy network is determined, given any error

rate λ and any mean period of time required for reconfiguration, 1
µ

. Work presented in this

section determines the reconfiguration rate for the proxy nodes that optimizes the time that

the proxy nodes are both hidden, i.e., not exposed, and fully operational, i.e., not in the

reconfiguration state.

In order to analyze the ability of the Moving Cloak approach to keep the proxy node’s IP

address hidden and fully operational, a discrete-time Markov model is employed to represent

the three states a proxy node can be classified as. The Markov diagram consists of the three

possible states of a proxy node and is shown in Fig. 3.10, in this model the transitions may

occur at fixed time intervals of ∆t. The value of a directed edge in the Markov diagram

represents the probability a given proxy node transitions to the respective state during the time

step ∆t, i.e., a constant transition rate is assumed.

As seen in the Markov diagram of Fig. 3.10, the three possible states of a proxy network

node are noted along with the rate of state change, in which ∆t represents one time unit. The

three states of the Markov diagram are detailed as follows:
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(S0)
(S1) (S2)

Figure 3.10. Markov diagram for a proxy network node the follows the proactive reconfigu-

ration technique, denoted as P1 in Fig 3.4.

• When the proxy node is both hidden and routing normal traffic, i.e., not currently under

reconfiguration, it is considered to be in the hidden and fully operational state. This state

is denoted at S0.

• If the proxy node is in the exposed state, then an attacker has determined its IP address.

An attacker may commit a DDoS attack upon the proxy node at this point, or wait and

remain undetected in order to commit a DDoS attack at a later time in conjunction with

other attacks to maximize the overall disruption of service provided to the user by the

proxy network. Therefore, if an attacker obtains the IP address of the proxy node the

Tamper Detection mechanism in section 3.2.2 may not detect that the proxy node is now

exposed because the attacker has not yet attacked and gained unauthorized access to the

proxy node. This state is denoted at S1.

• When a proxy node reconfiguration occurs, the proxy node is considered to be in the re-

configuration state; in this state the proxy node is not accessible to normal traffic. Later

in this section the length of time necessary for a router reconfiguration is estimated;

during this reconfiguration the router’s IP, keys necessary for VPN encryption, and the

access control list are all reconfigured. Even while a proxy node is in the reconfiguration
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state, it may become exposed, because a neighbor, which contains the new IP address

could be compromised while the proxy node is still under reconfiguration, thus the at-

tacker can gain the IP address of the proxy node under reconfiguration and that proxy

node is considered to be exposed. This state is denoted at S2.

When a proxy node is in the hidden and fully operational state, i.e., state S0, it is considered

available for routing traffic. If a proxy node is in state S1 it can still route traffic, but it is

considered exposed, and a proxy node in state S2 may not route traffic. For a given time t the

probability that a proxy network node is in state S0, for example, is PS0(t).

The steady state probability that a given proxy network node is in the hidden and fully oper-

ational state in the Markov diagram in Fig. 3.10, i.e., Ahidden ss, is determined in Appendix C

and the result follows

Ahidden ss =
χµ

(λ + χ)(λ + χ + µ)
(3.4)

The formal optimization of Ahidden ss follows: Maximize Ahidden ss in terms of χ, which is

given below

max
χ

(Ahidden ss) = max
χ

(

χµ

(λ + χ)(λ + χ + µ)

)

(3.5)

given the following constraints on the variables: { 0 < λ ≤ ∞, 0 < µ ≤ ∞, 0 < χ ≤ ∞ }.

Since in this optimization problem it is acceptable to set the values of λ and µ, there is only

one unknown and one equation. Thus the global maximum of Ahidden ss, given the constraints,

can be determined via calculus. The maximum availability of a given node in the proxy net-

work, given the parameters λ and µ, is calculated as the maximum value of Ahidden ss in (3.4),

with respect to χ. The first step in this calculation is given as follows

∂Ahidden ss

∂χ
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=
µ

(λ + χ)(λ + χ + µ)
−

µχ

(λ + χ)2(λ + χ + µ)
−

µχ

(λ + χ)(λ + χ + µ)2
(3.6)

The value of χ (as the reconfiguration rate) that results in the optimal steady state availability

of a hidden and fully operational proxy node, Ahidden ss, is determined by setting (3.6) equal

to zero and solving for χ to find the point of inflection and determine if it is the maximum or

minimum. The optimal value of χ, which results in a maximum of Ahidden ss, is given below

in terms of λ and µ

Optimal reconfiguration rate = χ =
√

(λµ + λ2) (3.7)

As an example of the convergence of χ towards a maximum Ahidden ss, a plot of χ versus

Ahidden ss for λ = 1
24×60×60sec

and µ = 1
100 sec

is shown in Fig. 3.11.

3.5 Analytical Results

3.5.1 Comparison of Moving Cloak to the Application-Level Proxy Network [22,

23, 24] Approach

A comparison of the Moving cloak approach to the application-level proxy network [22,

23, 24] approach is given in Table 3.1. As denoted, the principle differences between the two

approaches are the Moving Cloak’s VPNs, and the use of dedicated routers as proxy nodes,

which are both illustrated in Fig 3.12.

Due to the Moving Cloak approach’s use of VPNs and dedicated routers (which enable the

use of the Tamper Detection mechanism), the theoretical probability that a deployed proxy

network node is hidden and fully operational, as determined by the model presented in

section 3.4, is greater for a proxy node of the Moving Cloak approach than a proxy node in

the application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24] approach. As given in (3.4) the steady state

probability that a proxy node is in the hidden and fully operational state increases as λ, which
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Figure 3.11. Ahidden ss, i.e., steady state of Pr[hidden and fully operational], as a func-

tion of reconfiguration rate, i.e., χ, for λ = 1
24×60×60sec

and µ = 1
100 sec

.

represents the rate that the IP address of a proxy node is discovered by an attacker, decreases.

Unlike the application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24] approach the Moving Cloak approach

employs both Tamper Detection and VPNs, thus in the proxy network model presented in

this chapter the Moving Cloak approach decreases the value of λ. Therefore the steady state

probability that a proxy node is in the hidden and fully operational state is greater in the

Moving Cloak implementation than in an implementation of the application-level proxy net-

work [22, 23, 24].
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Figure 3.12. Comparison of the frameworks of the Moving Cloak and the application-level

proxy network [22, 23, 24] approach.
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Application-level proxy Moving Cloak approach:

network [22, 23, 24] approach:

- No VPN, traffic is not encrypted - Tamper Detection mechanism (best DDoS defense

- No Tamper Detection is to prevent intrusions and root level compromise [3])

- Separate VPNs for each proxy network link

- Reconfiguration algorithms (encrypts router protocol traffic and user traffic)

are not defined - Reconfiguration algorithms are fully detailed

(optimal rate is determined)

Table 3.1. Major differences between the Moving Cloak approach to DDoS defense and the

application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24] approach.

3.5.2 Effects of Reconfiguration Rate on the Security of the Proxy Network

The effect the reconfiguration rate has on the percentage of time a proxy node is in the

hidden and fully operational state is theoretically determined. The optimal reconfiguration

rate, given a certain rate that proxy nodes become exposed and the mean reconfiguration time,

has been determined in (3.7). The rate that proxy nodes become exposed is estimated to be

λ = 1
24×60×60 sec

, which corresponds to a mean rate of once per day that each node in the

proxy network becomes exposed. The mean period of time a reconfiguration requires, i.e.,

mean time a proxy node spends in the reconfiguration state in which the proxy node may not

route traffic, is estimated as 100 seconds, i.e, µ = 1
100 sec

. Although, when a proxy node

is in the reconfiguration state, its IP address may still be determined by an attacker, and the

proxy node can be classified as being in the exposed state. The effect that the mean inter-

reconfiguration time has on the ability of proxy nodes to remain hidden and fully operational

for routing is illustrated in Fig. 3.13, and the supporting calculations follow in the remainder

of this section.

The optimal reconfiguration rate, for λ = 1
24×60×60 sec

and µ = 1
100 sec

, is given by

χ =
√

(λµ + λ2)

=

√

1

100
×

1

24 × 60 × 60
+

(

1

100

)2
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= 3.404 · 10−4 reconfigurations per second

Thus, the optimal inter-reconfiguration interval (or period between reconfiguration) in this

case is calculated below.

optimal inter-reconfiguration interval =
1

χ

= 2.9377 · 103 sec

(3.8)
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Figure 3.13. Ahidden ss, i.e., steady state of Pr[hidden and fully operational], as a func-

tion of mean inter-reconfiguration time (sec), i.e.,
1
χ

, for λ = 1
24×60×60sec

and µ = 1
100 sec

.
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Therefore when the Moving Cloak approach is employed with a reconfiguration interval of

2.9377 · 103 seconds each proxy node spends 0.9342% of its operating time in the hidden

and fully operational state, i.e. hidden and available for routing as determined by Ahidden ss

from (3.4), and calculated below

Ahidden ss = PS0(∞)

=
0.0003404 ∗ 1

100
((

1
86400

+ 0.0003404
)

∗
(

1
100

+ 1
86400

+ 0.0003404
))

= 0.9342

3.6 Conditions for a Successful DDoS Attack

The probability of a successful DDoS attack upon an Internet application protected by a

network deployment that follows the Moving Cloak approach paradigm to DDoS defense, is

less than in the approaches detailed in Chapter 2. Unlike most other approaches, in the Moving

Cloak approach the attackers have a limited amount of time to determine the true IP address of

the Internet application before the routers that compose the proxy network proactively recon-

figure and render their IP addresses obsolete. Conditions for a successful attack on a previous

proxy-network based DDoS attack defense approach are given in [23].

A few scenarios for a successful DDoS attack upon a deployment of the Moving Cloak

approach follow in order of decreasing probability:

• The network does not have enough routers to create a sufficient number of ingress points,

and malicious traffic floods the ingress points of the proxy network.

• An attacker gains control, or compromises, a chain of proxy network nodes that lead to

the Internet application.

• An attacker determines the true IP of the Manager node, breaches the security of the
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Manager node, and decrypts the list of global IP addresses and passwords, thus gaining

root level access to the entire proxy network.



Chapter 4

Quantitative Comparison (via

Simulation), and Physical

Implementation, of a Small Scale Network

Implementation of the Moving Cloak

Approach

Sections 4.1-4.3 present the results of a quantitative comparison, via simulations, of a small

scale network implementation of the Moving Cloak approach to previous approaches. Sec-

tion 4.4 details the performance of a small scale network deployment that follows the Moving

Cloak DDoS attack defense approach, and presents the physical implementation of two impor-

tant features of the Moving Cloak approach.

54
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4.1 Simulation Overview

In this chapter all DDoS defense approaches described in Chapter 2, other than the proxy-

network based, end-point based, and the rendezvous-based approaches, are classified as IP

hop-count/traceback approaches. This broad classification of many different approaches to the

IP hop-count/traceback approach classification is accurate in the context of this chapter’s sim-

ulations because the network architectures and network topologies employed in this chapter re-

sult in similar measured throughputs during a DDoS attack. The rendezvous-based approaches

are not quantitatively compared to the Moving Cloak approach in this chapter because they

contain a single point of failure, the coordination mechanism, and thus are more susceptible to

DDoS attack than the other approaches examined in this chapter. The Moving Cloak approach

is quantitatively compared to proxy-network based approaches that employ server-based proxy

nodes that route user traffic via application-level servers, i.e., work presented in [22, 23, 24].

Using the criteria of the throughput measured on both the application and network layer, the

Moving Cloak approach is shown in simulation to exhibit superior throughput compared to the

IP hop-count/traceback class of DDoS attack defense approaches. Additionally, using the cri-

teria of an Internet application’s response time to a user’s request, the Moving Cloak approach

is shown to exhibit superior performance as compared to the proxy-network based approaches

that route user traffic via application-level servers, rather than on dedicated routers.

In this chapter a simulated deployment of the Moving Cloak approach is quantitatively com-

pared to a simulated deployment of the IP hop-count/traceback filter class of DDoS attack de-

fense approaches. The IP hop-count/traceback approach filters incoming traffic that cannot be

traced back to a valid source, e.g., the IP packet may contain a spoofed or invalid IP address. In

the comparison to the Moving Cloak approach via simulation, the differences between the IP

hop-count and IP traceback approaches are considered negligible because whether the traffic is

filtered due to an invalid IP address or invalid hop-count, the performance of both approaches,
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as simulated in this chapter and under DDoS attack, is equal because the simulation of the

network deployment of each approach simply blocks traffic to emulate an invalid IP address

or hop-count. Therefore the simulations presented in this chapter contain a simulated network

deployment that represents the entire IP hop-count/traceback class of DDoS attack defense

approaches.

The Moving Cloak approach and the IP hop-count/traceback class of DDoS attack defense

approaches exhibit superior performance under DDoS attack compared with the rendezvous

based approach, because the rendezvous based approach contains a single point of failure. The

rendezvous coordination is the single point of failure, and a denial-of-service to the Internet

application can result if the singular rendezvous coordination unit is successfully attacked.

In previous works [6, 7] the OPNET [8] simulator has been employed for the evaluation of

particular DDoS attack defense approaches. In this chapter a bandwidth/resource consumption

DDoS attack is perpetrated upon the OPNET network deployment models of the novel Mov-

ing Cloak approach along with the IP hop-count/traceback DDoS attack defense approach and

a proxy network defense approach that employs server-based application-level proxy nodes,

e.g., the application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24] approach. The presented empirical data,

obtained from simulations, objectively demonstrates the superior performance of the Moving

Cloak approach to previous approaches using the criteria of Internet application file-download

time and throughput, during bandwidth/resource consumption DDoS attacks. The through-

put is measured on both the application and network layer, to ensure that the improvement

in the Internet application’s performance, as measured by a single user, is attributed to a true

improvement in network performance, and not solely attributed to an improvement in the per-

formance of application level software.

The detailed setup and descriptions of the simulations for the IP hop-count/traceback ap-

proach are given in section 4.2.1, and details for the approach that employs server-based

application-level proxy nodes, e.g., the application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24] approach,
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are given in section 4.2.2. The results of the simulations of the two different approaches are

compared to the Moving Cloak approach, and presented in section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.

4.2 Simulation Setup to Measure the Throughput to an Internet Appli-

cation Under Bandwidth/Resource Consumption DDoS Attack

In Chapter 1 DDoS attacks were classified into two types, bandwidth/resource consumption

and packet flooding attacks. In this chapter only the bandwidth/resource consumption DDoS

attack is employed in the evaluation. A common defense to packet flooding attacks is for

the routers to simply drop the incoming traffic, and simply not respond to any request, this

is referred to as ”Black holing” an attack. When the router does not respond to the packet,

the packet flooding attack can be classified as a bandwidth/resource consumption attack. For

the purpose of simulation, a packet flooding DDoS attack may be viewed as a more severe

form of a bandwidth/resource DDoS attack, and is not examined in this chapter. The band-

width/resource consumption DDoS attack is chosen for the evaluation of the DDoS attack de-

fense approaches because the approaches examined in this chapter that perform the best under

a bandwidth/resource consumption DDoS attack also perform the best under a packet flooding

attack. In this experiment the bandwidth/resource consumption DDoS attack is successful to

the degree in which it degrades the network, the effect of which is an increase in file download

times and a decrease in throughput, as experienced by users of the Internet application.

4.2.1 Simulation Setup of Moving Cloak Compared to the IP Hop-Count/Traceback

Approach

A common goal of DDoS attacks is to disrupt Internet commerce, in which a consumer try-

ing to access an Internet application, e.g., website, experiences a degradation in performance

or a denial-of-service. DDoS attacks incur the most damage, in an economic sense, upon
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businesses due to a loss of sales or a denial of the ability to provide a customer with a con-

tractually obliged service. To measure the quantitative effects of a DDoS attack, a decrease in

performance of a transaction between a customer and an Internet application is measured. For

this simulation a file is requested from a transaction-based Internet application, in which file

caching cannot be employed due to the artificial temporal restricts placed on the transaction.

In this experiment the User requests different object files to download from the Internet ap-

plication over a period of two minutes. The requested object files represent a User’s traffic to

a simulated website. The profile of this simulation is a scenario in which file caching cannot

be employed because the data contained in the requested object file is unique for each User

request, and the data is relevant or valuable to the User only for a short period of time, e.g., a

stock quote.

A small-scale network deployment that follows the Moving Cloak approach for the defense

against DDoS attacks is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. All network components are connected with

a 1.544 Mbps IP link. Six VPNs are setup in Fig. 4.1, one between node A and node B,

another between node C and node D, and another between node E and node F, etc. In this

experiment the attacks that originate from the Attackers 1 subnet compromise node A, and

are allowed to continue to node B, at which point node B detects the attack and drops all the

attackers’ packets. All other attackers that originate from other subnets, labeled Attackers 2-

6, are blocked at the first proxy node, i.e., proxy nodes labeled node C, node E, node G,

node I, and node K. The Attackers 1-6 subnets in Fig. 4.1 is illustrated in Fig. 4.2. In this

experiment it is assumed that the attackers’ IP addresses are known, i.e., are detected by an

IDS. The mechanism employed to drop the attackers’ traffic is the router’s access control list,

which instructions the router to drop all packets originating from the attackers’ IP addresses.

The simple scenario selected for this experiment was chosen to quantify the difference in

performance of the IP hop-count/traceback and the Moving Cloak approaches for the defense

against DDoS attacks.
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Figure 4.1. Network deployment of a Moving Cloak DDoS attack defense approach.

A small-scale network deployment that follows the IP hop-count/traceback filter class of

DDoS attack defense approaches is illustrated in Figure 4.3. The overhead was selected to be

equal for both the Moving Cloak approach and the IP hop-count/traceback approach because

the overhead of a deployed IP hop-count/traceback mechanism is not available, and the com-

parison should error towards better performance of existing approaches. Since an overhead for

the VPN is less than the overhead of the IP hop-count/traceback filter class of DDoS attack

defense approaches, both overheads were set to zero. Therefore, the only difference a User ex-

periences in the simulated networks seen in Figs. 4.1 and 4.3 is that fewer attackers reach the

routers that compose the User’s path to the Internet application. Since fewer attackers consume

resources on the User’s path to the Internet application, the User in the Moving Cloak deployed

network, Fig. 4.1, experiences greater throughput to and from the Internet application.

In the Moving Cloak deployed network, Fig. 4.1, the DDoS attack that affects the User’s

path to the Internet application consists of five attackers that request data at an inter-request

mean time of 0.01 seconds and exhibit an exponential distribution of inter-request intervals.

Each subnet labeled Attackers 1-6 in Figs. 4.1 and 4.3 represents the attack power of five at-
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Figure 4.2. Attackers subnet referred to in Figs. 4.1, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5, each attacker requests

a service from the Internet application.

tackers, shown in Fig. 4.2 with an inter-request mean time of 0.01 seconds. The attackers

each request 500KB of data, but the size of the request is irrelevant because the request never

reaches the Internet application, in this case an HTTP server. In the IP hop-count/traceback

filter deployed network, Fig. 4.3, the DDoS attack that affects the User’s path to the Inter-

net application consists of thirty attackers that request data at an inter-request mean time of

0.01 seconds and exhibit an exponential distribution of inter-request intervals. In the IP hop-

count/traceback filter deployed network, the path from the User to the Internet application ex-

periences six times more attack traffic than the User in the Moving Cloak deployed network,

which consists of a ×6 fold increase in the quantity of attackers. The IP hop-count/traceback

filter deployed network, Fig. 4.3, is subject to a DDoS attack that is six times as voluminous

(i.e., a ×6 fold increase in the volume of attack traffic) as the attack upon the path from the

User to the Internet application in the Moving Cloak deployed network. This is because the

Moving Cloak approach contains six ingress points to the proxy network, thus the power of

the attack that affects any single User is diluted to 1
6

its cumulative power.
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Figure 4.3. Network deployment of an IP hop-count/traceback class of DDoS attack defense

approaches.

In the preceding text the attackers’ traffic profile was detailed, in the proceeding section the

Users’ traffic profile is described. The Users in Figs. 4.1 and 4.3 request a set of six data files,

referred to as object files, five of which are uniformly distributed between the sizes of 0.5KB

and 2KB, and one is a 1KB file. The requests are made with an inter-request time that exhibits

an exponential distribution with a mean of 5 seconds. The object file corresponds to a generic

object from a webpage, e.g., confirmation of a successful transaction or a small image. These

requests are received and serviced by the Internet application in Figs. 4.1 and 4.3.

4.2.2 Simulation Setup of Moving Cloak Compared to the Application-Level

Proxy Network [22, 23, 24] Approach

In this experiment a network deployment of the Moving Cloak approach, illustrated in

Fig. 4.4, is compared to a generic server-based application-level proxy network that routes

all messages over the application level of a server, illustrated in Fig. 4.5. Work in [22, 23, 24]

proposes the use of server-based application-level proxy nodes for location hiding via proactive
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reconfiguration. The generic server-based Application-level proxy nodes of Fig. 4.5 attempts

to simulate the performance of a network deployment of the DDoS defense approach proposed

in [22, 23, 24]. The performance of a simulated network deployment of both the Moving Cloak

approach and the application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24] approach are compared during

a simulated DDoS attack.

The two subnets of attackers are identical in network architecture as the attackers illustrated

in Fig. 4.2. Each attacker requests a file download via the File Transfer Protocol (FTP), which

is rejected. The mean inter-request time is 1 second, and the distribution of the inter-request

time is exponential. The attackers’ requests are blocked at either the Router-based proxy

node A or the Application-level proxy node, which are illustrated in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 respec-

tively. Rather than receiving the requested file, the attacker either receives a network failure

response (caused by the attacker being blocked by Router-based proxy node B in Fig. 4.4), or

receives a 2 byte failure notice file (from the Application-level proxy node in Fig. 4.5).

In the preceding paragraph the attackers’ traffic profile was detailed, in the proceeding text

the Users’ traffic profile is described, the Users are denoted in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. In this

simulation a User requests 50KB of data from an Internet application with an inter-request

mean time of 2 seconds and an inter-request time that exhibits an exponential distribution.

As seen in Fig. 4.4, a VPN exists from Router-based proxy Node A to Router-based proxy

Node B and from Node C to Node D.

Because the optimal proxy node reconfiguration is greater than the runtime of the simula-

tion, a proxy network reconfiguration is not conducted in the presented simulation.
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Figure 4.4. Network deployment of a DDoS attack defense approach that employs the Mov-

ing Cloak’s dedicated-router based proxy nodes.

4.3 Simulation Results

4.3.1 Moving Cloak Compared to IP Hop-Count/Traceback Approach

The setup of this simulation is detailed in section 4.2.1. Figures 4.6, 4.7, 4.8 respectively

illustrate the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the rate of object files received, HTTP

traffic received, and IP packets received on the network layer by the User from the Internet

application. The data labeled as No Attack in the legend of Figs. 4.6, 4.7, 4.8 correspond to

the scenario without an attack and measures the level of service that the network can provide

as requested by the User. Since a real world scenario is simulated, the User of the Internet

application requests data at a significantly smaller rate than the physical limits of the network.

Therefore network performance measurements are significantly less than the measurements

presented in section 4.4, which are obtained during file transfers that requested data at a rate

above the physical limits of a different network.

It is shown in Table 4.1 that the Moving Cloak approach performs superior to the IP hop-

count/traceback approach during a simulated bandwidth/resource consumption DDoS attack
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Figure 4.5. Network deployment of a DDoS attack defense approach that employs server-

based Application-level proxy nodes that route all messages over the application level of

a server.

on both the application layer and on the network layer. The measured mean throughput of

the simulated Moving Cloak and IP hop-count/traceback are presented in units of files

sec
, bytes

sec
,

and packets

sec
in Table 4.1. The superiority of the Moving Cloak approach over the IP hop-

count/traceback approach is illustrated in column 5 of Table 4.1, which lists the percentage

of improvement in the measured throughput of the Moving Cloak approach compared to the

IP hop-count/traceback approach. As seen in column 5 of Table 4.1, the improvement in the

throughput of simulated network deployments during a simulated DDoS attack, measured in

various units, is 45% files

sec
, 41% bytes

sec
, and 57% packets

sec
.
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via HTTP by the User from the Internet
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the Internet application illustrated in Figs. 4.1 and 4.3.
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by the User

from the Internet application illustrated in Figs. 4.1 and 4.3.

Metric No Attack IP hop − count Moving Cloak %Improvement
(mean) /traceback

object files received

via HTTP
(

files

sec

)

2.48 files

sec
1.19 files

sec
1.73 files

sec
45%

traffic received

via HTTP
(

bytes

sec

)

999.19 bytes

sec
474.84 bytes

sec
669.21 bytes

sec
41%

IP packets received

on the network 1.17 packets

sec
0.54 packets

sec
0.85 packets

sec
57%

layer
(

packets

sec

)

Table 4.1. Throughput (appr. 150 downloads) between the User and Internet application

of simulated networks (measured over 70 seconds), and the percentage of throughput

improvements under the Moving Cloak approach (Fig. 4.1), as compared to the IP hop-

count/traceback approach (Fig. 4.3).
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4.3.2 Moving Cloak Compared to the Application-Level Proxy Network [22, 23,

24] Approach

The setup of this simulation is detailed in section 4.2.2. Figure 4.9 illustrates the CDF of

the response time of the Internet application to User requests of a download of a 50KB file,

which occurs with a mean of 2 seconds and an inter-request time that exhibits an exponen-

tial distribution. The superior performance of the network deployment of the Moving Cloak

implementation under DDoS attack is noted in Table 4.2, which lists a 33% performance im-

provement in terms of response time of an Internet application to a User’s request during a

DDoS attack.
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Figure 4.9. CDF of download time (sec), via FTP, of 50KB files by the User from the Internet

application illustrated in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5.
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Metric application layer, Moving Cloak, %Improvement
(mean) server − based router − based

proxy nodes proxy nodes
Internet App. file

(50KB) download 4.45 sec 2.97 sec 33%

time via FTP (sec)

Table 4.2. Mean (appr. 100 downloads) download time of 50KB application file by the

User, and the percentage of improvement under the Moving Cloak approach (Fig. 4.4),

as compared to the proxy network overlayed on the application layer (Fig. 4.5), detailed

in [22, 23, 24].

4.4 Overhead Analysis, and Description of a Scaled Down Physical Im-

plementation of the Moving Cloak Approach

The purpose of this section is to detail the network configurations necessary for a small scale

network deployment of the Moving Cloak approach to DDoS attack defense, and to measure

the overhead of such a deployment. First, the performance of a small-scale deployment of

the Moving Cloak network is analyzed in section 4.4.1. Second, the mechanism that hides

the IP address of the Internet application from the Users is detailed in section 4.4.2. Lastly,

section 4.4.3 presents operational details of the reconfigurable ingress point of the proxy net-

work testbed, which institutes the moving target paradigm in the Moving Cloak DDoS defense

approach.

The physical network deployment consists of four routers, an Internet application, and

Users. An illustration of a small-scale implementation is given in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11. In

Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 two 2600 series Cisco routers are labeled Internet routers, they represent

a path taken through the Internet; the two other routers are Cisco 2800 series routers that

compose the two ends of a single VPN. This small-scale model of the Moving Cloak defense

approach consists of only one VPN, as opposed to a set of VPNs as would exist in a larger scale

deployment. The configuration files of the two end routers that compose the VPN are provided

in Appendix D. The settings in the router configuration files include the configuration of the
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IP addresses of the neighboring nodes, the encryption keys, configurations necessary for the

GRE or IPSec tunnels, IP routing protocol configurations, access control lists, network address

translations (NATs), and other security features.

Figure 4.10. User end of a Moving Cloak implementation, corresponds with Fig. 4.11

4.4.1 Performance/Overhead Measurements

In this section the performance of a physical implementation of a small-scale Moving Cloak

defense mechanism is measured. The performance of a deployment of the Moving Cloak

approach is measured in terms of its overhead as measured by the throughput of a 10MB file
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192.1.5.100 

Figure 4.11. Internet application end of a Moving Cloak implementation, corresponds with

Fig. 4.10

download and the latency of a packet transmission.

Since the Moving Cloak approach requires an encrypted VPN, the overhead should be mea-

sured on a network that exhibits conditions that would result in the worse case performance

of the additional protocol, i.e., the IPSec encryption protocol. A network commonly found in

industry that exhibits the worse case performance of a VPN is a network that contains a two-

way satellite link under worse case signal integrity. The worse case bit error rate guaranteed

by most commercially available leased satellite links is 1.0·10−6 bit errors
bit

on the physical layer,

OSI layer 1.

The overhead is measured on an emulated satellite link with the following performance

specifications: a bit error rate of 1.0 · 10−6 bit errors
bit

, a throughput of 768 Kbits
sec.

, and a one-way
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uplink-downlink packet latency of 600 milliseconds. The bit errors are injected by a hard-

ware degradation unit that is accessed via the serial connections labeled SER0/0 in Figs. 4.10

and 4.11. Only the VPNs of the Moving Cloak approach incur a significant overhead, all other

overhead incurred by mechanisms of the Moving Cloak approach are negligible. The overhead

upon the throughput attributed to the VPN, which consists of a single GRE/IPSec tunnel, is

24.80%, as calculated in Table 4.3. Of the measured throughput overhead of 24.80%, approx-

imately 5% is attributed exclusively to the GRE tunnel, and the IPSec tunnel accounts for the

remainder of the throughput overhead. The overhead of the Moving Cloak approach upon the

packet latency is 0.5%, as calculated in Table 4.3.

Metric(mean) Standard routing, no V PN Moving Cloak %Overhead
Throughput (KB

sec
) 71.67 KB

sec
57.43 KB

sec
24.80%

Packet Latency (millisec) 1206 millisec 1200 millisec 0.5%

Table 4.3. Measured overhead, during a 10MB file download, in terms of throughput and

latency of a physical implementation of the Moving Cloak approach, and the calculated

overhead percentage.

4.4.2 Means to Cloak the Internet Application’s True IP Address

An important feature of the Moving Cloak approach is its ability to keep the real IP ad-

dress of the Internet application hidden from the Users. The real IP address of the Internet

application undergoes a NAT, and the User does not have access to its real IP address. This

is demonstrated through the use of the UNIX/POSIX traceroute command, which lists the IP

addresses of all the routers the IP packets traverse through from the source to the destination.

The output of the traceroute command, given in Fig. E.1 of Appendix E, and executed by a

User illustrated in Fig. 4.10, demonstrates that the Users only have knowledge of the true IP

address of the ingress point to the network, and do not have knowledge of the true IP address

of the Internet application nor the true IP address of an interior proxy network node. The true

IP address of the Internet application is 192.1.5.100 and is located on the subnet 192.1.5.x,
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illustrated in Fig. 4.11, which the Users do not have knowledge of. Figure E.2 lists the map-

pings of the IP addresses for the inside and outside portions of the network, which serves as a

translation guide for the NATed IP addresses listed in Fig. E.1.

The only unencrypted IP addresses in IP packets that travel between the VPN end routers

of Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 are the addresses of the VPN end routers. Since the IP address of the

Internet application is not present in the IP packet, an attacker that intercepts the IP packet

is not able to determine the IP address of the Internet application. Through the use of the

Ethereal [9] IP packet sniffing software, the packets that pass between a VPN can be copied

and analyzed. IP packets obtained from an FTP of a 1MB file across the VPN illustrated

in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11, given in Fig. E.3, are analyzed to provide validation that the only

unencrypted IP addresses contained in the packet are the IP addresses of the VPN end routers,

the IP address of the User and the Internet application that will be NATed is encrypted. By

validating that only the IP addresses presented in the IP packets are the endpoint of a VPN, it

is demonstrated that if a packet is intercepted and decrypted by a malicious user, only a limited

amount of useful information is gained.

4.4.3 Description of the Ingress Point to the Proxy Network

In the network deployment detailed in this section a DNS server is not employed, as it would

not add a significant overhead to the network, and thus is not necessary in the determination

of the network’s overhead. In the network deployment illustrated in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11, the

Users know the IP address of the ingress point and the Internet application, and thus do not

have to obtain it from a DNS server.



Chapter 5

Large Scale Proxy Network Vulnerability

Analysis, with a Novel Topology and

Graph Synthesis Algorithm

In larger scale proxy networks that consist of more than several nodes, which are required for

large scale implementations of the Moving Cloak approach, the graph topological properties

of the proxy network affects the network’s ability to resist DDoS attacks. In review, the proxy

network is denoted in an overview of the Moving cloak framework in Fig. 3.2. This chapter

presents a novel proxy network topology and a corresponding polynomial-time proxy network

synthesis algorithm that alters the proposed proxy network topology in order to decrease its

vulnerability to DDoS attacks, as defined in (5.11).

The proxy network overlay provides a communication infrastructure that hides an appli-

cation’s location, therefore limiting the success of DDoS attacks. The proposed network

topology exhibits several attributes that strengthen the proxy network’s resistance to DDoS

attacks. Through the use of the polynomial-time proxy network synthesis algorithm, the pro-

posed proxy network topology can be altered to exhibit a decrease in vulnerability to DDoS

73
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attacks, although the tradeoff is an increase in diameter. Both the proposed topology and

proxy network topologies synthesized by the novel graph synthesis algorithm are compared

to deployed overlay network topologies in terms of their fault tolerance and vulnerability to

DDoS attacks.

The proposed topology and the synthesized topologies are in the class of graphs referred

to as circulant graphs. A generic circulant graph of prime numbered order, with the jump

sequence of the proposed topology, distinguishes itself from other deployed proxy network

topologies in that it exhibits maximum connectivity, as proven in Theorem 5.2.2. If a graph

exhibits maximum connectivity, Def. 5.2.5, then given the same number of nodes and edges

no other topology can tolerate more node or link failures without partitioning the network.

The proposed proxy network topology is evaluated and compared to existing topologies using

the criteria of robustness and vulnerability to DDoS attacks. Additionally, the diameter

and connectivity of the topologies are compared. Through the use of a generic DDoS attack

model, this chapter examines the ability of various proxy network topologies to resist DDoS

attacks.

Alternate point-to-point paths along the Internet can increase the dependability of proxy net-

works. Data collected from a nine month sample of logs from three Internet Service Providers’

backbone routers show that less than 35% of routes across the Internet are available more than

99.99% of the time [110]. This level of unreliability demonstrates the advantage of alternative

paths from a source to a destination within a proxy network. Proxy network topologies should

contain a large number of alternative paths, which serve to increase the fault tolerance of the

proxy networks through redundancy.

The topology of a proxy network is an important element in the evaluation of its ability

to protect an Internet application. The proposed proxy network topology was chosen due

to its connectivity, diameter, and other attributes that result in a high level of resistance

against DDoS attacks. Additionally, a graph synthesis algorithm is presented that performs an
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identical topological alteration to each node of the proposed topology and synthesizes a new

proxy network topology that exhibits a decrease in vulnerability to DDoS attack, although a

tradeoff is an increase in message latency, due to an increase in diameter.

5.1 Chapter Layout

In section 5.2 the proposed graph topology is detailed. Section 5.3 compares the proposed

topology with existing deployed overlay network topologies using the criteria of vulnerability

to DDoS attacks. A means to create a synthesized network topology that exhibits a feasible

predetermined upper bound of vulnerability to DDoS attacks is proposed in section 5.4. The

graph synthesis algorithm presented in section 5.4 increases the diameter of the proposed

Midihex topology to create proxy network topologies that exhibit a smaller vulnerability

to DDoS attacks. A brief comparison between the Moving Cloak and the application-level

proxy network [22, 23, 24] approach, based on the chapter’s theoretical results, is presented in

section 5.5. Lastly, section 5.6 presents the chapter’s conclusions.

5.2 Overview of Selected Circulant Graph Topologies

Circulant graphs are a class of symmetric graphs. A circulant graph with n vertices and

jumps j1, j2, ..., jm is an undirected graph in which each vertex labeled v, 0 ≤ v ≤ n − 1,

is adjacent to all the vertices labeled v ± ji, mod n, for every positive integer i, in which

1 ≤ i ≤ m. The circulant graph is denoted as G = Cn ± (j1, j2, ..., jm). An example of a

generic circulant graph is illustrated in Fig. 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. An example of a circulant graph, C8 ± (2, 3).

5.2.1 Midihex Topology Definition

The diameter of G is defined as the maximum of all the shortest paths from any one vertex

of G to any other, i.e.,

d(G) = max d(G; x, y) : x, y ∈ V (G) (5.1)

where V (G) is the set of vertices in the graph G. Within the class of circulant graphs there is

a great variation in their diameter.

This thesis presents a novel 8 degree graph, degree is denoted by ∆, named the Midihex

topology because its properties are similar to the degree 4 Midimew graph [103, 58]. A means

to prove the diameter of circulant graphs given a jump sequence is the geometrical-based

method of hexagonal tessellation, in which vertices in the graph are assigned a hexagonal ge-

ometric shape and pieced adjacently upon a plane that can be extended infinitely with neither

overlaps nor gaps. A 6 degree circulant graph, that can be represented by a hexagonal geomet-

ric representation [111], is similar to the Midihex topology. Figure 5.2 illustrates a geometric

representation of the Midihex topology, which is a hexagonal tessellation of a stack of planes.

The numbers within the hexagons in Fig. 5.2 represent the virtual IDs, i.e., the labels of the

vertices. Wrap around links on all the edge vertices is implied. A geometric representation of

the Midihex topology is a stack of the hexagonal tessellations defined in [111].
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The pseudo code for the creation of the Midihex topology G = Cn±(1, 3q+1, 3q+2, 3q2+

3q + 1), for any n number of vertices, is given in Fig. 5.3, in which q is a parameter employed

in Theorem 5.2.1. The Midihex graph, of degree 8, is detailed below and is embedded into a

proxy network. The Midihex graph and its diameter are defined and calculated via a proof in

Theorem 5.2.1.
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Figure 5.2. Geometric representation of the levels, which are stacked, of a Midihex graph

C57 ± (1, 3q + 1, 3q + 2, 3q2 + 3q + 1) with diameter of 3, i.e., as given in Theorem 5.2.1

as d(G57) = q + d q

2
e = 3 for q = 2.

Initialize graph to be n isolated vertices labeled 0,.,n.
For i = 0 to n - 2
For j = i + 1 to n - 1

If j - i = 1 OR n + i - j = 1
Create an edge between vertex i and j.

If j - i = m OR n + i - j = (3q+1)
Create an edge between vertex i and j.

If j - i = (m + 1) OR n + i - j = (3q+2)
Create an edge between vertex i and j.

If j - i = (m + 2) OR n + i - j = (3qˆ2+3q+1)
Create an edge between vertex i and j.

END For
END For

Figure 5.3. Pseudo code for the creation of the circulant graph Cn±(1, 3q+1, 3q+2, 3q2+
3q +1), where n ≥ 21, the degree equals 8, and d(G) = q + d q

2
e is the graph’s diameter.
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Theorem 5.2.1 Midihex G = Cn ± (1, 3q + 1, 3q + 2, 3q2 + 3q + 1) is a circulant on n points

with n ≥ 21, d(G) = q + d q

2
e, and n = (2 ∗ d q

2
e + 1)(3q2 + 3q + 1). For q is any positive

integer, q ≥ 1.

Proof : First the diameter of the Midihex topology is proven, followed by the proof for the

order of the topology. The Midihex topology, and all undirected circulant graphs, are vertex-

transitive [59]. Due to the vertex-symmetry of the graph the calculation of the maximum

distance between vertex 0 and any other vertex in the graph holds for all other vertices in

the graph, i.e., since the graph is vertex-transitive the graph’s connectivity, diameter, and

average distance can be calculated through the examination of a distance, or the connectivity,

of only one predetermined vertex to any other [59].

The number of vertices in Level 0, illustrated in Fig 5.2, reachable by a unique path in

exactly q steps from vertex 0 is determined in [111], and the calculated is given below in (5.2).

Level 0 vertices = 1 + 6

q
∑

d=1

d

= 1 + 6 ∗
(q(q + 1)

2

)

= 3 ∗ (q2 + q) + 1

= 3q2 + 3q + 1 (5.2)

From vertex 0 all vertices on level 0 are reachable in at most q steps, and from any vertex

in level 0 all other levels are reachable in at most d q

2
e steps, possibly via wrap around edges.

Thus, from vertex 0 all other vertices are reachable in at most q + d q

2
e steps. Since the graph

is vertex-transitive, the calculations of the maximum distance from vertex 0 to any other

vertex also holds true for all other vertices, thus by definition d(G) = q + d q

2
e, and the proof

for the diameter of the Midihex graph is complete.

The order, i.e. number of vertices, n, of the Midihex graph is calculated in terms of q in
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(5.3), and the supporting calculations follow. Using partial results from (5.2), the proof of the

order of the Midihex graph, given q ≥ 1, follows. The number of vertices reachable from

node 0 in at most q steps is given below

n = Level 0 vertices + All other vertices

=
(

3q2 + 3q + 1
)

+
(

steps to all other levels
)(

3q2 + 3q + 1
)

=
(

3q2 + 3q + 1
)

+
(

2 ∗
⌈q

2

⌉)(

3q2 + 3q + 1
)

=
(

2 ∗
⌈q

2

⌉

+ 1
)(

3q2 + 3q + 1
)

(5.3)

For the case q = 1, using (5.3), n = 21; therefore the Midihex topology must always exhibit

an order of n ≥ 21, where the order n is given in (5.3). Thus the proof of Theorem 5.2.1 is

complete. �

Another degree 8 circulant graph that exhibits a diameter that is a function of its jump

sequence, and does not exhibit a prohibitively large diameter, is given in [112]. The Midihex

topology is novel in that it exhibits a smaller vulnerability to DDoS attack, for n > 637, than

the previously mentioned [112] degree 8 circulant graph, and does not exhibit a prohibitively

large diameter. Section 5.3.1 introduces a metric employed to determine a proxy network

topology’s vulnerability to DDoS attacks.

5.2.2 Additional Graph Topological Properties of the Midihex Proxy Network

Topology

This section details and defines the topological properties that the novel Midihex proxy

network topology exhibits.

Definition 5.2.1 A graph G is k-edge connected if G−F is connected for all F ⊆ E(G) with

|F | < k.
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Definition 5.2.2 The edge connectivity of G is κ′(G) = max{k: G is k-edge connected}.

which can be worded as the edge connectivity of G equals the minimum cardinality of an

edge cut set of G. An edge cut set is the set of edges that when removed partitions the vertices

of a graph into two sets.

Definition 5.2.3 The graph G exhibits optimal edge connectivity (κ′-optimal) if κ′(G) =

δ(G) [59].

where δ(G) is the minimum degree of the graph.

By definition the number of edges any circulant graph contains is dkn
2
e, and all circulant

graphs are k-regular, i.e., vertex-symetric. A graph of degree k is k-regular if the degree

of each vertex equals the set of edges incident upon each vertex for every vertex in the graph.

The Midihex topology, as with any circulant graph, exhibits optimal edge connectivity due to

its vertex-transitive property [57, 59] since κ′(G) = δ(G). The relation between the degree

of a k-regular graph and its robustness during a DDoS attack is defined in (5.9) and (5.10)

in section 5.3.1. The terms robustness and vulnerability are formally defined in section 5.3.

The relation between edge connectivity and the fault tolerance of a network is described by

Menger’s Theorem (5.4). Menger’s Theorem states that the following equation (5.4), below,

holds for G is a connected undirected graph or a strongly connected digraph, in which u and v

are two distinct vertices of G, and E(G) is the set of all edges of G. Menger’s Theorem can be

worded as follows: the edge connectivity is always equal to the maximum number of disjoint

paths between two unconnected vertices. The formal definition is given below:

η(G; u, v) = κ′(G; u, v) for distinct (u, v) ∈ V (G) [55]. (5.4)

where κ′(G; u, v) is the edge connectivity, and η(G; u, v) is defined as the maximum number

of pairwise edge-independent paths between two nonadjacent vertices u, v, i.e., the maximum
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number of edge-disjoint paths. Two paths from u to v are defined as edge-independent if

they contain no common edges. The term, distinct (u,v), represents a set of pairwise unequal

objects.

Since the Midihex graph exhibits optimal edge connectivity, it contains the maximum

number of edge-disjoint paths between any two vertices for a given minimum graph degree,

δ(G). The property of optimal edge connectivity also dictates that no other graph with the

same minimum graph degree, δ(G), can tolerate more edge failures without partitioning.

The optimal edge connectivity property, which the Midihex graph exhibits, can serve to

alleviate congestion and to increase both the efficiency of transmission and the fault tolerance

of a network, as is evident in Menger’s Theorem (5.4). A high level of network redundancy can

increase communication efficiency because various routes to the destination may be examined,

thus the least congested route can be selected.

Next, the terms optimal vertex connectivity and maximum connectivity are defined.

V ertex connectivity may also be referred to as simply connectivity. The connectivity of

a graph is the smallest number of vertices that, when removed, results in a partitioned graph

[54].

Definition 5.2.4 A graph exhibits optimal vertex connectivity (κ-optimal) if κ(G) = δ(G) [59].

Definition 5.2.5 A graph exhibits maximum connectivity if the graph exhibits optimal ver-

tex connectivity and right most lower bound of (5.5) is reached.

κ ≤ κ′ ≤ δ ≤
1

n

n
∑

i=1

di =
2e

n
[53, 60, 56]. (5.5)

where e is the cardinality of the set of all edges in the graph, and di is the cardinality of the

set of edges incident on node i. If a graph exhibits maximum connectivity, then it also exhibits

optimal vertex connectivity [56].
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Theorem 5.2.2 A generic circulant graph of prime numbered order n, with the jump sequence

of the Midihex graph, exhibits maximum connectivity, and thus no other graph of the same

order and number of edges can tolerate more vertex or edge failures without partitioning the

graph into two sets of vertices.

Proof : All circulant graphs with a prime numbered order exhibit optimal vertex connec-

tivity [59]. If a graph is κ-optimal, then it also is κ′-optimal [59]. Since the circulant graph is

of prime numbered order n, it also exhibits optimal vertex connectivity. Thus the first three

terms in (5.5) equal the minimum degree of the circulant graph, as is noted in (5.6).

By definition, the number of edges in any k-regular circulant graph is dkn
2
e, and due to

the vertex-transitive property of all circulant graphs, δ = di, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n. Additionally,

by definition k is even in all k-regular circulant graphs, and k = δ. Thus for the case of the

circulant graph, in which by definition k = δ and is even, (5.5) in Def. 5.2.5 can be expressed

as,

κ = κ′ = δ =
1

n

n
∑

i=1

di =
2e

n

δ = δ = δ =
nδ

n
=

2 ∗ dkn
2
e

n
(5.6)

δ = δ = δ =
nδ

n
=

nδ

n
(5.7)

δ = δ = δ = δ = δ (5.8)

in which (5.6) is given with the number of edges of any circulant graph, substituted, and then

subsequently reduced in (5.7). As defined in Def. 5.2.5, the right most lower bound of (5.5)

has been fully reduced for the case of all circulant graphs in (5.8), and it is evident that the

lower bound has been reached. Thus the circulant graph of a prime numbered order, with the

jump sequence of the Midihex graph, has been shown to exhibit maximum connectivity and
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the proof of Theorem 5.2.2 is complete. �

5.3 Overlay Network Topologies

Generic fault-tolerant network designs have been comprehensively studied. Methods of

graph augmentation with spare nodes have also been applied to trees [98, 99, 100], rings,

meshes, and hypercubes or variations of hypercubes [101, 102, 103, 61]. The addition of spare

nodes and links within a hypercube to maintain a specified level of service, is detailed in [63].

The proposed Midihex topology’s ability to resist DDoS attack is compared to selected de-

ployed overlay network topologies’ ability to resist DDoS attacks. Overlay networks can be

employed as proxy networks, although they do not posses all the desired attributes necessary

for the defense against DDoS attacks, e.g., the ability to isolate information. The use of exist-

ing distributed systems, such as Chord, has been proposed for location hiding, i.e., employed

as a proxy network [19, 62]. The Chord distributed lookup protocol addresses many of the

problems that confront peer-to-peer applications [95]. Chord efficiently locates the node that

stores a particular data item. As nodes leave and join the system Chord adapts efficiently to

locate and retrieve data in a dynamic operational environment.

Examples of lookup services and application level routing protocol implementations for

overlay networks include Pastry, Tapestry, and CAN [96, 97, 106]. These overlay networks

emphasize self-organization for large-scale peer-to-peer applications. In this thesis these over-

lay networks are examined in their role as proxy networks. The Pastry, Tapestry, and CAN

overlay networks implement a scalable, fault-tolerant distributed hash table. Using a small

per-node routing table, items, or Internet applications in the case of this thesis, can be located

within a small number of routing hops. The resilient overlay network (RON) [21] allows dis-

tributed Internet applications to detect and recover from path outages and periods of degraded

performance. The Chord overlay network employs a two-dimensional circular topology. The
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CAN overlay topology is a d-dimensional cartesian torus. Figures 5.4a and 5.4b respectively

illustrate the Chord and CAN network topologies of order n = 8 and n = 9.

The next section, 5.3.1, examines the topological properties of the previous overlay net-

work topologies with the Midihex topology, and compares their vulnerability and robustness

against DDoS attacks. The analysis of existing overlay networks is limited to their topological

properties when employed as a proxy network. The examination of the partitioning of the

overlay construct due to the rebalancing protocol, i.e., maintenance of routing tables, as nodes

leave and join the system, e.g., during system churn, is out of the scope of this thesis.

a) Chord Topology with n = 8. b) CAN Topology with n = 9,

d = 2.

Figure 5.4. Chord and CAN network topologies

5.3.1 V ulnerability of Midihex Proxy Network Topology to DDoS Attacks

The Midihex network topology is evaluated for its robustness and vulnerability to DDoS

attacks, defined in (5.10) and (5.11) respectively. The scope of knowledge of each vertex of

the Midihex topology is limited to the information associated with its neighbors, or adjacent

vertices.

Without reconfiguration a proxy network cannot effectively hide an application’s location

[22]. Proxy networks with proactive random proxy node migration can effectively prevent
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infrastructure-level DDoS attacks [22]. The model employed in the evaluation of the Midihex

topology is outlined in [22]. The model entails a pool of application-level routers throughout

the Internet that can be reconfigured and assigned a new IP address, similar to the approach

detailed in section 3.2. A node in the Midihex graph represents a router. Proactive reconfigu-

ration occurs when a router is given a new IP address and assigned new neighbors within the

proxy network. The model that the proxy node is under attack, or exposed to a node other than

another proxy, assumes that a proxy node can migrate to another IP address whose location is

unknown to the attackers.

An attack model and criteria for the evaluation of proxy network overlays is detailed in [105].

This attack model is employed to evaluate the Midihex network topology. Several parameters

are introduced in [105], which describe characteristics of the attack. The generic attack model

employed, and the corresponding chosen parameters, do not represent the characteristics of

all DDoS attacks. The model is meant to provide theoretical insight into the proxy network

topology’s ability to resist DDoS attacks.

The model is represented by M(G,α,β,γ) [105]. G is the graph of the proxy network. At

any time t every vertex in G is in one of three states - intact, exposed, and compromised.

The vertices in graph G may simultaneously change their states at the end of each time step

with the following probabilities:

• α is the probability that an exposed vertex will be changed to the compromised state,

i.e., a node is successfully attacked during the time step. It corresponds to the attackers’

capability, i.e., the rate at which routers can be compromised.

• β is the probability a compromised vertex will be changed into the intact state, i.e.,

a successful proxy network reconfiguration during a time step. It corresponds to the

defender’s capability.

• γ is the probability an exposed vertex will be changed into the intact state. It represents
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the level of coordination among the attackers and the amount of memory available to the

attackers.

The goal of the attackers is to grow the population of the exposed or compromised nodes

within the proxy network. Once the attacker traverses through the proxy network and reaches

the Internet application, service is denied to the users and the DDoS attack is successful.

Using the model M(G,α,β,γ), a graph G is defined as robust if for any initial state, after a

small settling time, the probability that there are two or more compromised nodes is approx-

imately equal to 0 [23]. A graph G is defined as vulnerable if for long runtimes the defense

is never able to remove all compromised nodes from the proxy network, and the number of

compromised nodes increase as the attack propagates [23]. The problem of determining how

vulnerable or susceptible a given overlay network is to DDoS attacks is formally defined as:

given parameters α, β and γ, characterize the class of graphs G that are robust, and the class

that are vulnerable.

Two theorems are proven in [105] that characterize the ability of the attacker to propagate

exposed nodes throughout the proxy network. The theorems, expressed in (5.10) and (5.11),

quantify some of the affects that the model parameters α, β, γ, and the Laplacian spectra, i.e.,

Laplacian eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix, of the network topology graph G exhibit on

the robustness and vulnerability of the network topology.

For a ∆-regular graph, the largest standard eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix, σ1, equals

the degree of the graph,

σ1 = ∆ (5.9)

Using the DDoS attack model and the definition of a robust graph in [105], a graph is

robust if

β(α + γ)

α
> σ1 (5.10)

where σ1 is the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix [105].
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For a ∆-regular graph, the Laplacian operator on the adjacency matrix A, is L = I − 1
∆

A,

where I is the identity matrix, and λi = 1 − 1
∆

σn−i for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1.

The graph G is vulnerable [105] if

β

α
<

1

λ
2 − 1 (5.11)

where

λ = max
i i6=0

‖ 1 − λi ‖ (5.12)

and λi are the Laplacian eigenvalues of the graph G. The term 1

λ
2 − 1 is a function of the

adjacency matrix of the proxy network topology and is a metric referred to as the vulnerability

of a proxy network topology.

Equation (5.11) determines if a proxy network is unable to recover from a DDoS attack,

i.e., the attacker is able to gain knowledge of an Internet application’s IP address. When the

defense speed, i.e. proxy migration rate β, is less than the right hand side of (5.11) times the

attack speed, i.e. router compromise rate α, then the proxy network is unable to effectively

hide an application’s IP address from an attacker. Both σ1 and λ characterize the attackers’

ability to propagate compromised nodes through proxy network.

The Midihex topology can be altered, via the graph synthesis algorithm detailed in sec-

tion 5.4.2, to become a generic circulant graph that exhibits a smaller vulnerability to DDoS

attacks, as defined by (5.11).

5.3.2 Comparison of the V ulnerability of the Midihex Proxy Network Topology

with Deployed Overlay Network Topologies

Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 show that the Midihex topology exhibits a smaller vulnerability

to attacks than the Chord network topology and exhibits a vulnerability closest to the CAN

topology. Figures F.1, F.2, and F.3 of Appendix F contain the calculations and high level matrix
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manipulation program code for the determination of the vulnerability of a proxy network

topology. Figure F.1 presents the calculation of the vulnerability of a Midihex proxy network

topology with an order of n = 637, and a diameter of 8 as shown in row 3 of Table 5.3.

order diameter robustness vulnerability

n d(G) σ1
1

λ
2 − 1

128 4 15 1.086

256 4 15 0.859

512 5 17 0.710

1024 5 19 0.604

2048 6 21 0.526

Table 5.1. Chord network topological properties [105].

order diameter robustness vulnerability

n d(G) σ1
1

λ
2 − 1

81 6 8 0.0015

256 8 8 ≈0

625 10 8 25.26 · 10−6

1296 12 8 ≈0

2401 14 8 1.71 · 10−6

Table 5.2. CAN network topological properties [106], four-dimensional torus.

order diameter robustness vulnerability

n d(G) σ1
1

λ
2 − 1

185 5 8 0.5799

305 6 8 0.3949

637 8 8 0.2366

1521 11 8 0.1252

1953 12 8 0.0960

Table 5.3. Topological properties of the Midihex topology.

The attackers’ capability, represented by α, affects the rate at which a given router can be

compromised. During the operation of the proxy network the attackers’ capability may vary.

Up to this point in this chapter’s analysis of a proxy network’s vulnerability to DDoS attacks,

the proxy network topology remained unchanged, only the IP addresses of the routers were re-

configured. Previous proactive proxy network reconfigurations, represented by the probability
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β, consist of simply changing the IP addresses of selected proxy network routers; the proxy

network topology was not altered. The next section presents an algorithm that dynamically

alters the proxy network topology, i.e., the virtual links of the proxy network are altered and

the IP addresses of the routers are not changed. In other words, the list of neighbors each

node has knowledge of and is allowed to communicate with is changed for each node, but

the IP addresses of the routers that compose the proxy network are not altered. In the next

section a graph synthesis algorithm is presented that takes as an input a circulant proxy net-

work topology of any order with the jump sequence of the Midihex topology, and a feasible

vulnerability, then outputs another circulant graph topology that exhibits a vulnerability less

than or equal to the desired feasible vulnerability.

5.4 Graph Synthesis of Circulant Proxy Network Topologies

This section presents a means to decrease a proxy network’s vulnerability to DDoS at-

tacks, although a tradeoff is a decrease in performance. The decrease in performance is due

to the increase in the graph diameter, which results in an increase in transmission delay, i.e.

message latency, as a result of additional hops through the proxy network. A polynomial-time

algorithm is presented that synthesizes a proxy network topology, which is based on the Midi-

hex topology. The new synthesized topology exhibits a smaller vulnerability to DDoS attacks

than the Midihex topology.

The presented method for proxy network synthesis is limited to use by circulant graphs.

All graph adjacency matrices, and Laplacian of an adjacency matrices, are symmetric and

therefore Hermitian. The Hermitian property means that the matrices’ symmetric elements

are conjugate, and thus all the eigenvalues of the matrices are real. A Hermitian matrix may

also be described as a square matrix with complex entries that are equal to its own conjugate

transpose. The eigenvalues of any circulant graph’s adjacency matrix, or the Laplacian of the
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adjacency matrix, can be calculated using only the first row of the adjacency matrix (due to the

vertex-transitive property of circulant graphs). The adjacency matrix of circulant graphs are

also symmetric Toeplitz matrices, which are classified as diagonal constant, but this attribute

is less distinctive than the Hermitian property, and alone does not ensure real eigenvalues.

In the next subsection a polynomial-time algorithm for the determination of a circulant

proxy network’s vulnerability to DDoS attacks is presented. Section 5.4.2 details an algo-

rithm that modifies the Midihex topology and creates a generic circulant graph, which exhibits

a decrease in vulnerability to DDoS attacks.

5.4.1 Polynomial-Time Calculation of the V ulnerability of Circulant Graphs to

DDoS Attacks

The vulnerability of any circulant graph proxy network topology, with the eigenvalues of

the Laplacian of an adjacency matrix as a parameter, is calculated in (5.11) and (5.12). All the

proceeding steps are toward the calculation of the eigenvalues, represented by the vector λ, of

the Laplacian of an adjacency matrix of a circulant graph in polynomial time. A polynomial-

time computation of the eigenvalues of the Laplacian of a circulant graph’s adjacency matrix,

of size n × n, via linear algebra and the nth roots of unity, is partially detailed in [107], and a

partial explanation follows:

The nth roots of unity, with z = eiθ, are the roots of

zn = 1 (5.13)

The nth roots of unity are approximated via sine and cosine approximations. The exact roots of

unity are not determined, but the level of accuracy provided by sine and cosine approximations

are acceptable for this calculation.

The roots of unity are approximated below in the set w=w0,w1,...,wN−1 , this set is of
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cardinality N ,

wn = cos
(

n
2π

N

)

+ sin
(

n
2π

N

)

i (5.14)

where wn is an approximation of the nth root of unity, (5.13). The powers of the nth roots of

unity can also be determined via a Fast Fourier Transform of an identity matrix [117].

The eigenvalues, λ, and eigenvectors, x, of matrix C are defined as follows:

Cx = λx (5.15)

In this case C is the Laplacian of an adjacency matrix of a circulant graph. Any n × n

adjacency matrix of a circulant graph can be represented by the polynomial q with a degree

n − 1, and evaluated for q(t) [108]. The coefficients of the polynomial q are a1,2,..,n, and are

assigned to the first row of any given matrix that represents the Laplacian of an adjacency

matrix of a circulant graph., e.g. (5.16)

q(t) = a1 + a2t + a...t
... + antn−1 (5.16)

where the set of values {a1, a2, a..., an} compose the first row of C , therefore only one row of

the Hermitian matrix C is required to calculate the eigenvalues for any given n× n Hermitian

matrix. Thus an inner product of the vector a, which is the first row of the Hermitian matrix,

times the first through the nth − 1 degree polynomial of the nth root of unity, is a vector of

unordered eigenvalues of the n×n Hermitian matrix C . The polynomial-time calculation of the

eigenvalues of a circulant graph is provided as follows in the remainder of the section. Further

details, along with proof of correctness, of the employed method are give in [107, 108, 117].

The series of equations (5.17), calculates the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix, the values of

q(w) are the eigenvalues of a corresponding n×n Hermitian matrix C , where {a1, a2, a..., an}

compose the first row of the n×n Hermitian matrix C , and wi is given as the ith roots of unity
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in (5.14)

q(w1) = a1 + a2w1 + a...w
...

1 + anw
n−1

1

q(w2) = a1 + a2w2 + a...w
...

2 + anw
n−1

2

q(w...) = a1 + a2w... + a...w
...

... + anw
n−1

... (5.17)

q(wn) = a1 + a2wn + a...w
...

n + anw
n−1

n

where 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

The ordered eigenvalues λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ ... ≤ λn of C are within the unordered set of {

q(w1), q(w2), q(w...), q(wn)}(5.17). The vector λ is used to determine λ in (5.12), and thus the

vulnerability in (5.11). Therefore, using only the vector λ, which is calculated in polynomial

time, the vulnerability of the proxy network is calculated via (5.11) and (5.12).

For validation, the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of a Midihex proxy network topology

is determined via the polynomial-time algorithm presented in this section using high level ma-

trix manipulation program code, and compared with an eigenvalues determined via the eigen

high level matrix manipulation function, in Fig. F.4. The eigenvalues of the Laplacian adja-

cency matrix of a Midihex proxy network topology are then employed in (5.11) to determine

the vulnerability of the proxy network topology.

5.4.2 Graph Synthesis Algorithm to Decrease the Midihex Proxy Network Topol-

ogy’s V ulnerability to DDoS Attacks

In order to decrease a graph’s vulnerability to a DDoS attacks the graph’s diameter must

increase [22]. The jump sequences (j1, j2, j3, j4) of a circulant graph are defined as Cn ±

(j1, j2, j3, j4). The Midihex topology jump sequences are defined as G = Cn± (1, 3q+1, 3q+

2, 3q2 + 3q + 1) in Theorem 5.2.1. A simple method to increase the graph diameter of the

Midihex topology is to converge the fourth jump, j4, toward the third jump, j3, by an increment
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of 1, i.e., Cn ± (j1, j2, j3, j4 − 1). After j4 can no longer decrease, i.e. j4 = j3 + 1, j2, j3,

and j4 are decremented by an increment of 1 until j1 = j2 + 1, and then the algorithm exits

if an acceptable feasible vulnerabilty has not already been reached. The Midihex topology is

altered and is now classified as only a circulant graph. The decrement of the jump sequence(s)

by one step results in a possible increase in the circulant graph’s diameter and a definite

decrease in its vulnerability to DDoS attacks.

The second and fifth columns, respectively, of Table 5.4 demonstrate the possible increase

in the graph diameter, and a definite decrease in vulnerability as the algorithm increments,

shown in the third column and labeled t. The pseudo code for the graph synthesis algorithm

is given in Fig. 5.5. The alterations to the proxy network topology performed at each iteration

of the graph synthesis algorithm, lines 2-6 of Fig. 5.5, are presented in high level matrix

manipulation program code in Fig. F.5.

order diameter increments of the robustness vulnerability
graph synthesis algorithm eq.(5.10) eq.(5.11)

n d(G) t σ1
1

λ
2 − 1

637 8 0 8 0.2366

637 8 1 8 0.2314

637 9 2 8 0.1598

637 9 3 8 0.1576

637 10 10 8 0.0776

637 81 91 8 0.0007

Table 5.4. Topological properties of circulant graphs that are based upon the Midihex topol-

ogy, as determined at increments of the graph synthesis algorithm given in Fig. 5.5.

Section 5.4.1 detailed a polynomial-time algorithm for the calculation of eigenvalues of

the Laplacian of a circulant graph’s adjacency matrix of size n × n. Therefore, through the

use of equations (5.11) and (5.12), the graph’s vulnerability can be calculated in polynomial

time. The iterative algorithm, presented in this subsection takes as an input a circulant proxy

network topology of any order with the jump sequence of the Midihex topology, and a feasible

vulnerability. The algorithm iterates until the synthesized proxy network topology exhibits
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a vulnerability less than or equal to the vulnerability given as an input. The algorithm is

referred to as a graph synthesis algorithm because it alters an existing graph until it exhibits

the desired feasible vulnerability to DDoS attacks, thus creating a unique synthesized proxy

network topology. The unique synthesized topology no longer exhibits the jump sequence of

the Midihex topology, but maintains its classification as a generic circulant graph.

The calculation of the Laplacian adjacency matrix, on line 7 in Fig. 5.5, is presented in high

level matrix manipulation code in Fig. F.3. The initial creation of a Midihex proxy network

topology is given in Fig F.2. The calculation and validation of the eigenvalues of a Midihex

graph in polynomial time is given in Fig. F.4, which contains calls to functions in Figs. F.2

and F.3.

It is seen in Table 5.4, that the proxy network topology synthesized by the algorithm given in

Fig. 5.5 exhibits a smaller vulnerability than the Midihix topology, listed in Table 5.3. If the

input to the graph synthesis algorithm exhibits maximum connectivity, then the synthesized

proxy network topology maintains the property, and thus can tolerate the same or more node

or link failures without partitioning, as compared to deployed proxy network topologies of the

same order and number of edges.

5.5 Analysis

As given in (5.11), based on the attackers’ capability, defender’s capability, and the proxy

network topology, it can be determined if the proxy network is vulnerable to DDoS attacks. A

network deployment that follows the Moving Cloak approach can tolerate a greater attackers’

capability, (parameter α), without being classified as vulnerable (5.11), as compared to the

application-level proxy network [22, 23, 24] approach. The reasons for the improvement in

performance are defined as follows:

• α, of (5.11), is decreased in the Moving Cloak approach, as compared to the application-
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Graph synthesis algorithm that decreases the vulnerable of a circulant graph that

exhibits the jump sequence of the Midihex graph.

INPUT: acceptable vulnerability

circulant graph adjacency matrix Cn ± (j1, j2, j3, j4) , that follows the Midihex jump sequence

OUTPUT: circulant graph adjacency matrix

1 WHILE(vulnerability > acceptable vulnerability) AND (j1 6= j2 + 1)

2 IF j4 > j3 + 1 THEN

3 Cn ± (j1, j2, j3, j4) = Cn ± (j1, j2, j3, j4 − 1)

4 ELSE

5 Cn ± (j1, j2, j3, j4) = Cn ± (j1, j2 − 1, j3 − 1, j4 − 1)

6 ENDIF

7 L = I − 1

∆
Cn ± (j1, j2, j3, j4) #I = identity matrix of size n

8 U = FFT (I) #the powers of the roots of unity (5.13) can be determined via the fft of an identity matrix

9 λ = (L1UT ) #eigenvalues = inner product of the powers of a root of unity, and the first row of Cn ± (j1, j2, j3, j4)

10 λ = max|1 − λ2:n| # the vulnerability is determined by the following equations: (5.12) then (5.11)

11 vulnerability = 1

λ
2
− 1

12 ENDWHILE

13 Reconfigure Proxy network to: Cn ± (j1, j2, j3, j4)

Figure 5.5. A graph synthesis algorithm, which takes as an input a circulant graph adja-

cency matrix that follows the Midihex jump sequence, a feasible vulnerability, and out-

puts a circulant proxy network topology that exhibits a vulnerability to DDoS attacks less

than or equal to the original inputed proxy network topology.
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level proxy network [22, 23, 24] approach, because the VPNs in the Moving Cloak

approach encrypts traffic and thus inhibit the attackers’ capability to successfully attack

a proxy network node.

• β, of (5.11), is increased in the Moving Cloak approach, as compared to the application-

level proxy network [22, 23, 24] approach, because the Tamper Detection mechanism

increases the probability that a compromised proxy node is changed to the intact state.

5.6 Conclusion

A Midihex proxy network topology is proposed for use in proxy networks because of its

ability to resist DDoS attacks. The Midihex topology exhibits a smaller vulnerability to at-

tacks than the Chord topology, and is closest to the properties of the CAN topology [106]. In

comparison to deployed proxy network topologies of the same order and number of edges, a

generic prime numbered order circulant graph with the jump sequence of the Midihex topol-

ogy exhibits a superior ability to resist partitioning during network link or node failures, The-

orem 5.2.2. The novel Midihex circulant graph proxy network topology can be altered by

the algorithm detailed in section 5.4.2 to form a generic circulant graph that exhibits a smaller

vulnerability to DDoS attacks. In the event of a DDoS attack, through the use of the presented

polynomial-time graph synthesis algorithm (Fig. 5.5), the vulnerability of a circulant graph

with the jump sequence of the Midihex topology can be further decreased during runtime.



Chapter 6

Method for Distributed Application

Reconfiguration and Task Migration in

Grid Environments

Previous chapters detail the defense of a single Internet application from DDoS attacks.

This chapter presents a novel means to protect distributed Internet applications from DDoS

attacks. Portions of the presented chapter appear in the author’s previous work [109].

This chapter presents a method, infrastructure, and prototype that enable adaptive appli-

cation task migrations among a Grid environment. The presented framework automatically

reconfigures distributed applications in response to network performance failures and DDoS

attacks. Through the use of performance monitoring software, network connection failover and

automatic application task migration within a heterogeneous distributed computing environ-

ment is enabled. The presented framework distinguishes itself from other available adaptive

computing frameworks because it is wholly composed of open source Grid-enabled compo-

nents capable of both transparent and dynamic selection of message passing transports based

on resource performance.

97
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The framework monitors the performance of a diverse set of network connections and ini-

tiates application task migration in response to anomalies, e.g., a DDoS attack. A sensor

network is developed with integrated effectors, which recognize certain performance failures

and follow a repair plan. Additionally, the framework enables applications distributed across

a wide-area network of standard Ethernet connections to also utilize any high speed System

Area Network (SAN) connection. Unlike previous task migration infrastructures, the software

is wholly composed of Grid-enabled components encompassed within a C library, which au-

tomatically selects a message passing transport medium based on performance measurements.

The Task Management C Library, and Self-Monitoring system, follows the Open Grid Ser-

vice Architecture (OGSA) [67]. The contribution of this chapter to the area of distributed

computing is a novel message passing layer and a unique framework for the migration and

management of application tasks. Network connections automatically reconfigure, and appli-

cation tasks migrate, in response to network performance failures, resource consuming DDoS

attacks, or legitimate resource loads not attributed to the distributed application. The design

and implementation of an open source, Grid-enabled, adaptive computing environment is de-

scribed.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The next section notes other applica-

tion task migration infrastructures. Section 6.2 details the many components that compose the

framework and gives an overview of the methodologies. Section 6.3 details the setup of exper-

iments, which demonstrate the beneficial use of adaptive computing in the presence of network

performance failures and DDoS attacks. The results, presented in section 6.4, demonstrate an

improvement in the performance of a distributed application, which employs the presented

adaptive computing framework and automatically reconfigures the environment in response to

network performance failures and DDoS attacks. Future work is presented in section 6.5. The

findings and conclusion are given in section 6.6. Lastly, Appendix G contains in depth details

concerning the sensors and the reporting mechanisms of the framework.
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6.1 Related Work

Currently, there are a few Message Passing Interface (MPI) library based approaches that

institute adaptive distributed computing environments. CoCheck MPI [66] is the first MPI

implementation that uses the Condor library [91] for check-pointing and task migration. The

presented framework differs greatly from CoCheck MPI, in that it utilizes both SAN and wide-

area network connections in addition to monitoring the network traffic via Grid-enabled tools.

Other MPI implementations capable of task migration include FT-MPI [64], and MPICH-V

[65]. A taxonomy of generic process migration techniques is given in [116]. The following

packages represent current generation adaptive computing systems.

The GrADS system [71], which is currently evolving, is a performance oriented migration

framework for the Grid. Both GrADS and the HARNESS framework [78] propose a library of

Grid aware components for adaptive Grid computing. The GrADS system employs an appli-

cation manager that creates performance contracts, which are used as initiators for application

task migration [86]. The Application Level Scheduling (AppLeS) system [74] implements

adaptive distributed computing, although, unlike other infrastructures it is not encompassed

within a library. An attractive feature of AppLeS is its ability to employ various scheduling

heuristics. This use of historical performance data as an aid for scheduling is described in

[72, 81]. A fully functional and scalable Grid environment monitor is described in [79]. The

AutoMate system [84] builds on Grid middleware and follows the OGSA. The core services

detailed in OGSA entail the security and management of information, resources, and data.

6.2 Structural Overview

The interaction of the presented components, which enable the automatic reconfiguration

of an application distributed across a heterogeneity of network connections, is illustrated in

Figure 6.1. The framework, accessible via C Library functions, enables distributed applica-
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tions to pass messages through both a wide-area network and a high-speed SAN. Through the

creation of a SAN application level message passing service, a single application distributed

across the Grid can seamlessly utilize 10 Gb/s InfiniBand SAN connections in conjunction

with wide-area network connections. Although there currently exists an MPI implementation

for InfiniBand, the presented framework differs in that it is capable of anomaly detection and

enables an InfiniBand SAN connection to failover to a standard Ethernet connection.

The framework facilitates the use of high-speed SAN connections by applications dis-

tributed across a wide-area network. The presented Task Management ANSI C Library

creates and manages application tasks, which enable the developer to program an adaptive

distributed application at a high level, thus the programmer is not over-burdened by all the

complexities necessary for application task migration. The framework improves the depend-

ability of distributed applications in the presence of DDoS attacks and network performance

failures.

The distributed applications targeted for improvement by this chapter use the standard MPI

1.1 library convention. The Grid-enabled MPICH-G2 library [69, 70], which is an exten-

sion of the Argonne MPICH implementation of the standardized Message Passing Interface

(MPI) version 1.1 [82], is employed. This extension enables the use of services provided

by the Globus Toolkit [92] for authentication, authorization, resource allocation, staging of

executables, and startup/collective operations. The MPICH-G2 MPI implementation enables

applications distributed across a Grid environment to use an MPI library.

6.2.1 Message Passing Service

An application level service is created to provide a message passing mechanism within the

SAN via high-speed intracluster network links. This architecture reflects a modularization

of communications mechanisms within the SAN network. This service provides a standard

interface for an MPICH-G2 MPI program to seamlessly communicate with a limited set of
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Figure 6.1. Message passing layer overview.

MPI functions through a 4X InfiniBand network connection via IP over InfiniBand [87].

The message passing service responds to the following MPI functions: MPIV Send and

MPIV Recv. The minor difference between the standard MPI 1.1 MPI Send and MPI Recv

functions and the proposed MPIV prefixed functions is the addition of pointers to the virtual

structures of the source and destination nodes, i.e., node structure. The node structure is

a C structure that contains the information necessary for task migration, the node structure

structure is declared in Fig. 6.2 and employed in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4.

The Task Management C Library enables the MPIV Send and MPIV Recv functions to

pass messages through high-speed SAN network connections. The MPI 1.1 standard contains

an MPI profiling convention; the purpose of the interface is to implement a profiling tool

and additionally to internetwork multiple MPI implementations [89]. Through the use of the

presented MPI functions, with the prefix MPIV, the seamless use of multiple communication
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libraries by a single distributed application is enabled.

This SAN message passing service handles the MPIV Send calls and immediately sends

the message to the destination’s Global Access to Secondary Storage (GASS) server [75],

which is included in the Globus Toolkit. The GASS server acts as a secure file server and

is employed for message passing within the SAN, Appendix G contains additional details

about the GASS server. The corresponding MPIV Recv function polls the local machine

for the sent message, which is in the form of a file. The service may use various system level

message passing mechanisms, such as either the InfiniBand Socket Direct Protocol [88], which

takes full advantage of Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA), or IP over InfiniBand. The

Socket Direct Protocol exhibits a 2.7x higher throughput compare to the IP over InfiniBand

protocol [83]. The wide-area message passing service and the control signals of the distributed

application are passed via the open source Grid-enabled MPICH-G2 MPI library. Through the

use of the MPICH-G2 MPI library, the presented framework supports all MPI v1.1 functions

for communication over the wide-area network.

6.2.2 Sensors

The Grid-enabled Ganglia monitor system [68] serves as the network monitoring system.

Passive sensors are used to monitor both the SAN and the wide-area network. Ganglia moni-

tors the CPU load, memory usage, disk usage, number of open TCP/IP connections, as well as

over fifteen other statistics. Over 500 deployments of the Ganglia monitoring system are used

by distributed computing clusters throughout the world.

A localized network-centric approach is used to detect DDoS attacks. The throughput of

each computational node is determined by the number of bytes per second of application

data sent over the given link by the node. The outgoing application level throughput of each

computational node is measured passively at every call of the MPIV Send function. This

passive method of measuring performance statistics, and determining application behavior, is
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employed by various MPI profiling tools [86]. When the distributed application reports the

throughput to Ganglia, if the throughput is below a predetermined threshold, then the perfor-

mance degradation is detected within 30 seconds.

The sensors employed in this chapter meet the requirements for anomaly detection in Grid

environments, suggested in previous works by I. Foster et al [85]. The presented monitor-

ing system is scalable, accurate, timely, flexible, and incurs low overhead, these are important

attributes for a computational Grid’s monitoring system [85]. The closed-loop controller, com-

posed of sensors and effectors, is detailed in Appendix G.

6.2.3 Task Management Library

The Task Management Library integrates the sensors and effectors, which are described in

section 6.2.4. Additionally, in order to support task migration, the Task Management Library

provides a data structure for a virtual process topology. Each virtual process encapsulates and

executes a certain application task, thus the terms virtual process and application task are used

synonymously. The pseudo code of the library is given in Figs. 6.2-6.4.

Unlike the proxy node reconfiguration mechanisms detailed in Chapter 3, each node in the

network that participates in the execution of the distributed application synchronizes period-

ically for the purpose of reconfiguration. The nodes involved in the reconfiguration receive

a reconfiguration command accompanied with the reconfiguration information. Nodes that

are not involved in the reconfiguration receive a message to continue the execution of the

distributed application.

All application tasks are locally aware, i.e., they only have knowledge of the application

tasks with which they directly interact. All local knowledge is contained in the Interest Group

array shown in Fig. 6.2. When an application task is chosen for migration all application tasks

listed in that task’s Interest Group array are synchronized during application runtime to en-

sure messages are not sent to a machine after the application task has migrated. This prevents
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the loss of messages during task migration. Currently the presented framework does not sup-

port checkpointing. Although checkpointing is not supported, the application task should not

enter the synchronization phase, unless it has sent out its execution results to another node,

therefore no relevant application data is lost. In order to avoid deadlock during this synchro-

nization, a timeout will be included in the reconfiguration function in future versions of the

presented library. Currently, even during a resource consuming DDoS attack, the victim is

required to eventually respond to a reconfiguration request. Since the MPICH-G2 MPI library

employed in the framework is not capable of failure recovery, the presented algorithms and

framework are neither deadlock nor livelock free.

Task Management Library Function Declarations

typedef struct
{
int Interest_Group[MAX_NUMBER_OF_NODES];

int InfiniBand_GroupA; #1 if used InfiniBand connection, 0 otherwise
int Global_ID;
char Machine;
char[30] GASS_URL;
int job_description;

} node_structure;

Reconfiguration_decision(
IN char *Global_status_file,
IN int *Performance_contract,
OUT int *XYZ_score)

Virtual_topology_reconfiguration(
IN int real_node,
IN int virtual_node,
IN/OUT node_structure *nodes)

Figure 6.2. Declarations of Task Management Library.

6.2.4 Effectors

The Task Management Library contains Leaders that enable task migration. The Leader

process is responsible for the execution of the Reconfiguration decision function, shown in

Fig. 6.2. The Performance contract array contains a list of point-to-point virtual process

connections and their corresponding throughput threshold. The Global status file reports the

throughput of the connections within the virtual topologies, when a measured throughput falls

below the threshold listed in the Performance contract array, then the tasks which execute
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Virtual Topology Reconfiguration Function

Virtual_topology_reconfiguration(new_node, old_node, nodes)
#MIGRATE old_node to new_node, i.e. old_node to sleep and new_node take its place.
{
nodes[old_node].Global_ID = new_node

#replace the occurrences of old_node in all .input and .output #arrays with new_node
#package_reconfiguration_info contains new Global_ID (global specific) and
#InfiniBand_GroupA (node specific).
foreach (X -> nodes[new_node].Interest_Group)

FILL_recv_reconfig_node_info_variable(package_reconfiguration_info[X], X, nodes);

#tell affected processes to reconfigure
foreach (X -> nodes[new_node].Interest_Group)

packaged_reconfig SIZE_OF_UPDATE, MPI_INT, X, RECONFIG_TAG,
MPI_COMM_WORLD);

unaffacted_nodes = queue_sub(all_nodes - affected_nodes)
#tell other unaffected processes to continue
foreach (X -> unaffacted_nodes)

MPIV_Send(for_null_ie_continue,SIZE_OF_UPDATE, MPI_INT, unaffected_nodes[X],
CONTINUE_TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

}

Figure 6.3. Virtual topology reconfiguration function within the Task Management Library.

on the nodes that receive messages from the affected links are selected for migration. The

Reconfiguration decision function decides upon a reconfiguration based on information in

the Global status file and the Performance contract array. The Performance contract

array serves as a contract and when it is violated the task is selected for migration by the

Reconfiguration decision function and the task subsequently migrates.

Whenever a Performance contract is broken an application task is selected for migra-

tion, and the task migrates to the computational node that receives the largest volume of that

task’s data. The Performance contracts are created during the execution of the distributed

application under normal load conditions without any DDoS attacks. An increase in traffic

due to a DDoS, or a spike in resource usage, negatively affects the available bandwidth, CPU

time, memory, or some combination of thereof. The presented system reacts to any surge in

non-application load, it does not attempt to distinguish between DDoS attacks and load spikes

caused by legitimate traffic.

This thesis does not address the decision of when it is best to migrate an application task,

and ignores the potential problem of the creation of a cluster of application tasks that all mi-

grate to the same resource, resulting in heavy loads which may cascade through the physical

network. When the Performance contract is broken an application task is migrated to the
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Measurement and Reporting Functionality

MPIV_Send(void *buf, int count, MPI_Datatype datatype, node_structure *source_pnode,
node_structure *dest_pnode, int message_id, int tag, MPI_Comm comm)

{
byte_size = count
destination = (*dest_node). Global_ID
#Measure elapsed time for an MPI_Send IF (using InfiniBand network connection)
If ((*dest_node). InfiniBand_GroupA AND (*source_node). InfiniBand_GroupA)

Fwrite(temp.bin, buf, byte_size)
Time0 = gettimeofday()
gass_copy(temp.bin, *dest_node. GASS_URL)
elapsed = gettimeofday() - Time0

End
Else #using MPICH-G2 TCP/IP connection

Time0 = gettimeofday()
MPI_Send(buf, byte_size, MPI_INT, destination, CONTINUE_TAG, MPI_COMM_WORLD);

elapsed = gettimeofday() - Time0
End
byte_rate = byte_size / elapsed #Report byte_rate for a byte_size copy to gmetad
exec(/usr/bin/gmetric --name net_Source_location --value byte_rate --type double

--units bytes/sec)
}

MPIV_Recv(void *buf, int count, MPI_Datatype datatype, node_structure *source_pnode,
node_structure *dest_pnode, int message_id, int tag, MPI_Comm comm,
MPI_Status *status)

{
byte_size = count
destination = (*dest_pnode). Global_ID
#Measure elapsed time for an MPI_Send IF (using InfiniBand network connection)
If ((*dest_node). InfiniBand_GroupA AND (*source_node). InfiniBand_GroupA)

Timeout = 300
Time0 = gettimeepoch()
#For loop repeats until a break is issued
For (;;)

Time1 = gettimeepoch()
Sleep( 1 second)
successful_read = fread(temp.bin, buf, byte_size)
If (((Time1 - Time0) > Timeout ) || successful_read) #Timout to prevent hanging

Break
End

End
Else
MPI_Recv((int*) buf, byte_size, datatype, (*source_pnode).Global_ID, MPI_ANY_TAG,

MPI_COMM_WORLD, status);
}

Figure 6.4. MPIV Send and MPIV Recv functions within the Task Management Library.

computational node that receives the largest volume of that task’s data. The problem of deter-

mining when a task should be migrated off a node, taking into account all the scheduling and

resource availability factors is out of the scope of this thesis, and the reader is referred to a

general approach presented in [93]. Due to the NP-Completeness of the scheduling of a paral-

lel program represented by a weighted directed acyclic graph (DAG) to a set of heterogeneous

processors [94], an optimal solution to this problem cannot be calculated in polynomial-time

for every instance, and this scheduling problem is not addressed in this thesis.

6.2.5 Task Migration

The virtual processes are created within the data structure of the Task Management Library.

The MPI version 1.1 standard does not contain the functionality to spawn additional MPI
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processes after application startup, therefore it is required that spare processes are created

at application startup. At application startup the Leader process maps virtual processes to

the physical topology. During application runtime the virtual processes can be dynamically

migrated within the physical topology, in response to anomalies.

The use of different IP addresses, one for the SAN and one for the Ethernet connections,

is not possible through the use of the standard MPI virtual topology creation mechanisms.

Therefore novel virtual topology functionality is created, as opposed to using the standard MPI

virtual topology creation mechanism. This enables the dynamic mapping of communication

channels with different IP addresses, at any point in the execution of the distributed application.

The Leader process contains the Task Management Library’s Reconfiguration decision

function and the globally aware virtual topology structure, which is composed of an array

of node structures. This array of node structures may reside in any machine within the

distributed system, and the framework could allow for its migration. Currently, the framework

does not have the functionality to migrate the Leader process. A virtual topology consisting

of virtual processes (1,2,3,4), is shown in Fig. 6.5, the remainder of the processes are spare

and denoted by an e.

Figure 6.5 illustrates the migration of virtual process 2, i.e., application task 2, from machine

X to machine Z. The code that executes an application task does not actually migrate from

machine X to machine Z. An example of the migration of virtual processes is detailed as

follows: once migration is decided on, a virtual process is signaled to become inactive on

machine X and a spare process is signaled to become active on Machine Z, then configuration

data is subsequently sent to the newly activated spare process. The spare MPI process, denoted

by an e in Fig. 6.5, is in an idle state until it is reconfigured and assigned a virtual process by

the Leader. In response to either a network performance failure, or DDoS attack, a spare

process e in machine Z is assigned virtual process 2.

Machine Y and Z are connected by both an InfiniBand SAN network connection and a Stan-
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dard Ethernet connection. The Leader ensures that the nodes affected by the task migration

contain valid and updated configuration data. All the nodes in the Interest Group array,

declared in Fig. 6.2, are synchronized before reconfiguration.

When the signal is sent for a real process to become active six items are included in the sig-

nal. These items are listed in the node structure of Fig. 6.2. The items in the node structure

include the following information: virtual process ID, the virtual process IDs of the neighbors

found in the Interest Group array, whether or not the SAN can be accessed and if so, the

URL of the GASS server.
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Figure 6.5. A task migration demonstration upon a sample virtual to physical topology

mapping, task 2 migrates to machine Z, which is detailed in section 6.3.3.

6.3 Experimental Setup

A network performance failure is injected and a DDoS attack is launched upon a computa-

tional node, which participates in the execution of a distributed application. The experimen-

tal data presented in section 6.4 is generated using three Intel Xeon/2.4 GHz dual processor

servers and one Intel PentiumIII/1 GHz dual processor server, all with Linux 2.4 kernels. The
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setup of the experiments next presented in the remainder of section 6.3, and the results are

presented in section 6.4.

6.3.1 Setup of a Network Performance Failure (Standard Ethernet only)

The first experiment consists of an application task migration, in response to a network

performance failure, within a Grid environment that exclusively consists of standard Ethernet

network connections. Figure 6.6 illustrates a physical topology and an application task migra-

tion in response to either a network performance failure or a DDoS attack. In this experiment,

an existing distributed data compression application [90] is slightly altered to utilize the Task

Management Library, then the application is monitored during a network performance failure.

In this chapter, a network performance failure is simply defined as a significant decrease

of the available point-to-point throughput between machines within the distributed computing

system, which persists for more than 30 seconds. The determination of what exactly con-

stitutes a network performance failure is a complex task, with many variables, and is out of

the scope of this thesis. Therefore the term network performance failure is used loosely and

represents an anomalous or out-of-the-ordinary network performance relative to previously

observed network performance, in this case the performance of the network while free from

attack. An injected network performance failure is illustrated in Fig. 6.6. The network perfor-

mance failure is created by an 80 MB copy from a remote machine to machine X, resulting in

a degradation of Machine X’s available throughput.

6.3.2 Setup of a DDoS Attack (Standard Ethernet only)

In this experiment a bandwidth consumption DDoS attack is employed. Details on what

constitutes a DDoS attack were given in Chapter 1. A bandwidth consumption attack entails

the posting or request of large amounts of data to or from the victim computer via packet

streaming. Figure 6.5 is an illustration of the physical topology of a small cluster consisting
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Figure 6.6. A task migration demonstration upon a sample virtual to physical topology

mapping, task 5 migrates to machine W, detailed in sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2.

of Grid-enabled components, which the framework is implemented upon. This type of attack

is successful if it degrades the network throughput, thus negatively affecting other clients at-

tempting access. The victim of the DDoS attack is machine X, noted by the DDoS attack arrow

in Fig. 6.6.

The chosen form of DDoS attack for this experiment is a bandwidth consuming DDoS at-

tack, selected for its ease of use and controllability. The Apachebench software suite [77] and

an Apache HTTP server are employed to implement the attack. One remote machine initiates

a DDoS attack against a target computer by issuing an Apachebench command, which opens

200 concurrent connections to the HTTP server running on the target computer. Each concur-

rent connection requested 8 MB of data from the target computer. Control of the consumed

bandwidth is achieved through the adjustment of both the number of concurrent requests that

are generated from the remote machine and the size of the requests.
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6.3.3 Setup of a Grid-Enabled SAN Network (InfiniBand and Standard Ethernet)

The last experiment consists of a DDoS attack on a computational Grid environment that

consists of both 10 Gb/s InfiniBand and Standard Ethernet network connections, which is

illustrated in Fig. 6.5. This experiment does not measure the performance of an application,

but rather measures the volume of messages sent from application task 1 to application task

4. These messages are sent over both InfiniBand and standard Ethernet network connections,

they originate at task 1 and are passed along by task 2 and task 3, then arrive at the destination,

task 4.

In this experiment only machine X, which is in the computational Grid environment given

in Fig. 6.5, is the victim of a DDoS attack. Two of the machines, Y and Z, are connected to a

10 Gb/s 4X InfiniBand switch, in addition to the standard Ethernet connection. The InfiniBand

SAN network connection uses Mellonox drivers and the IP over InfiniBand protocol to pass

messages via writes to the Globus Toolkit’s GASS server [75]. The system performance, in

terms of the number of MPI messages received by task 4, is experimentally determined and

presented in the next section.

6.4 Experimental Results

6.4.1 Network Performance Failure

The setup for this experiment is detailed in section 6.3.1. The runtimes of two trials of a

data compression application were measured. A trial consists on a series of iterations of the

same distributed application with the same input data. The first trial exhibited a compression

ratio of 0% and the second a compression ratio of 60%. For this particular data compression

application the compression ratio corresponds to the compressibility of the input data. Both

data compression applications received 524 KB of data as an input. The different compression

ratios exhibited reflect the different profiles of the input data, and affect the amount of data
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passed between the nodes.

The runtime of the two trials are illustrated in Fig. 6.7a and Fig. 6.7b respectively. A mod-

erate improvement in the performance of the application was measured. While the distributed

application experiences a network performance failure, which begins at iteration 3, a 17% de-

crease in runtime was observed through the employment of adaptive task migration compared

with task migration disabled, as seen in Fig. 6.7a. The reconfiguration was performed auto-

matically by the Task Management Library and initiated by a network performance failure.

Figure 6.7b illustrates the runtime of trial 2, which exhibits a compression ratio of 60%.

A 16% decrease in runtime was realized through the use of the task migration framework,

compared to a run without task migration enabled.
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Figure 6.7. Runtime of a data compression algorithm, a network performance failure began

at iteration 6 in figure a) and iteration 3 in figure b).

6.4.2 DDoS Attack

The setup for this experiment is detailed in section 6.3.2. The performance of the dis-

tributed data compression application was monitored during a DDoS attack. The distributed

application consists of four application tasks capable of migration among the SAN network.

Figures 6.8a and 6.8b plot the execution time of the data compression distributed applica-

tion corresponding to the different compression ratios. The reconfiguration transition period,
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lasting from iteration 3 to 8, is seen in Figures 6.8a and 6.8b. During this period the DDoS

attack is detected by the Reconfiguration decision function, which periodically analyzes

the Performance contract array and the Global status file. Next, the Task Management

Library sends the signals for an application task to migrate. Through the use of adaptive re-

configuration the data compression algorithm, with a compression ratio of 0%, exhibited an

improvement in the runtime by more than 96%, compared to the case without task migration.

A 89% improvement in the execution time of the data compression algorithm with a 60%

compression ratio was also measured.
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Figure 6.8. DDoS attack at iteration 3, shown in Fig. 6.6, upon one of the computational

nodes that took part in the distributed data compression algorithm.

In the last experiment a DDoS attack is implemented against machine X, seen in Fig. 6.5.

The setup for the last experiment is described in section 6.3.3. The distributed application ex-

periment utilizes both InfiniBand and standard Ethernet network connections, seen in Fig. 6.5,

between machine Y and machine Z. This attack causes task 2 to migrate from machine X

to machine Z. Figure 6.9 plots the cumulative volume of MPI messages sent to task 4, of

Fig. 6.5, with and without adaptive reconfiguration enabled. The DDoS attack begins at time

1. Compared to the volume of task completion messages received with adaptive reconfigura-

tion disabled, and after an initial settling time, a 20% improvement in the volume of messages
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received in the given time period was measured through the use of adaptive reconfiguration

during a DDoS attack. During the first 10 seconds of execution, the trial with adaptive recon-

figuration enabled receives more task completion messages than the trial in which no attack is

committed. This is due to the fact that during the adaptive reconfiguration task 2 migrates to

the same machine where task 4 resides. As a result of this, messages will not traverse through

machine X. Therefore, more task completion messages will be received before the system

settles to a steady state, at time 14.
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Figure 6.9. Sequence of MPI messages received by task 4, seen in Fig. 6.5, from both

InfiniBand and standard Ethernet network connections.

6.4.3 Overhead of Sensors and Effectors

The overhead was measured as the difference in runtime of the data compression application

with the following components alternately enabled and disabled: the gmond (B) and gmetad

(D) Ganglia monitoring daemons and the Task Management Library’s sensors and effectors.

A 1% overhead was incurred upon the distributed application when adaptive reconfiguration

effectors and the network sensors were enabled. Figure 6.10 illustrates the overhead of the

adaptive reconfiguration software. Overhead is an important metric in determining a system’s

scalability.
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Figure 6.10. Overhead of the Task Management Library and the network sensor.

6.5 Future Work

The prototype implemented in this chapter contains only four processes, which are synchro-

nized by the Leader processes before reconfiguration. Future work could include distributed

synchronization that allows for multiple groups or multiple Leader processes within the dis-

tributed application to concurrently reconfigure. The algorithm selected for distributed syn-

chronization must exhibit freedom from both deadlock and starvation, in addition to fairness,

and fault tolerance. Additionally, the presented prototype only reports the throughput of data

passed via MPIV Send. Future work could include the passive monitoring of all the appli-

cation’s traffic; subsequently the Reconfiguration decision function would determine if the

performance contract is violated.

With the additional functionality of a fault tolerant version of MPI, e.g. FT-MPI [64], a

distributed application could dynamically spawn and kill processes to adjust as a network

unexpectedly scales up and down. Through the employment of the Task Management Library

and monitoring system, and the FT-MPI library, one of the autonomic computing paradigms

of self-management could be met, within the scope of a single distributed application.
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6.6 Chapter Conclusion

The presented framework improves the utilization of high value resources within a Grid

environment by enabling the seamless use of high-speed SAN network connections by an ap-

plication distributed and managed across a wide-area network. The open source Grid-enabled

framework enables application task migration in response to DDoS attacks and performance

failures, thus improving the dependability of applications distributed across a heterogeneous

Grid environment. Additionally, the infrastructure enables a distributed application to seam-

lessly pass certain MPI messages over both a high-speed SAN and standard Ethernet network

connections. The results show an improvement in the dependability of distributed applications

that are dependent upon resources vulnerable to DDoS attacks and performance failures.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

Section 7.1 of chapter restates claims made in this thesis. Some sample applications of the

presented work are listed in section 7.2. Future work is presented in section 7.3.

7.1 Claims

The novel approach detailed in this thesis employs a multitude of paths from a user to

an Internet application, thus decreasing the power of the DDoS attack that affects the user’s

path to the Internet application. Simulations of network deployments of the Moving Cloak

approach have been shown to exhibit superior user throughput during a DDoS attack than pre-

vious DDoS attack defense approaches that do not employ a proxy network. Additionally, a

simulated network deployment of a Moving Cloak approach is shown to exhibit superior ap-

plication response time during a DDoS attack than any other proposed proxy-network based

DDoS attack defense approach. Through analytical results, as compared the application-level

proxy network [22, 23, 24] approach, the Moving Cloak approach is shown to exhibit a supe-

rior ability to keep proxy network nodes hidden and fully operational, and exhibits a smaller

vulnerability to DDoS attacks.

This thesis contributes to the field of Internet computing the novel Midihex proxy network
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topology, which in comparison to deployed proxy network topologies, exhibits an average

vulnerability to DDoS attacks. In comparison to deployed proxy network topologies of the

same order and number of edges, a generic prime numbered order circulant graph with the

jump sequence of the Midihex topology exhibits a superior ability to resist partitioning during

network link or node failures. The presented novel polynomial-time graph synthesis algorithm

increases the diameter of the presented novel proxy network topology in order to decrease its

vulnerability to DDoS attacks. The polynomial-time graph synthesis algorithm can create a

proxy network topology that exhibits a desired feasible vulnerability, and if the graph input

to the algorithm exhibits maximum connectivity, then the synthesized proxy network topology

is able to tolerate a greater than or equal number of node or link failures without partitioning,

as compared to deployed proxy network topologies of the same order and number of edges.

Additionally, a framework that mitigates the effects of a DDoS attack on a distributed Inter-

net application is presented. The framework distinguishes itself from other available adaptive

computing frameworks because it is wholly composed of open source Grid-enabled compo-

nents capable of transparent and dynamic selection of message passing transports based on

resource performance. The Grid-enabled components are Globus Toolkit based, and are capa-

ble of operation in a heterogeneous environment of both SAN connections, e.g., InfiniBand,

and standard Ethernet connections.

7.2 Applications

The work presented in this thesis has many applications. One example is in the area of e-

commerce. Since a purchase of goods or services via electronic payment over the Internet is a

time sensitive transaction that requires synchronous action by at least two parties, the Moving

Cloak approach to DDoS defense is an effective method to protect the Internet application.

Since the Moving Cloak approach prevents the users of the Internet application from deter-
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mining the true IP address of the Internet application, a DDoS attack can be detected and its

malicious traffic blocked before it reaches the Internet application and affects a greater number

of legitimate users.

An additional application of the work presented in this thesis is for the defense again ma-

licious behavior of a military adversary during various degrees of conflict. Many existing

military networks communicate over the publicly accessible Internet through encrypted con-

nections, and via user authentication. This traffic passes through various ISPs. These ISPs may

potentially be vulnerable to a set of both physical and cyber attacks. By ensuring a multitude

of physical paths from a user to an Internet application, the proxy network employed by the

Moving Cloak approach presented in this thesis provides a means for connection redundancy

between a user and an Internet application.

Work presented in this thesis also has applications in networks in which users’ credentials

must be verified before access to sensitive information is granted. The authentication process

is susceptible to disruption by DDoS attacks. If a group needs to disseminate information to

authenticated users, attackers could try to deny service by flooding the authentication system.

This thesis provides a means to mitigate the previously stated problem by providing a means

to hide an authentication Internet application, which provides a timely service to qualified

users through the authentication of credentials, and thus enabling the selective dissemination

of information.

7.3 Future Work

Future work includes a large scale network deployment that follows the Moving Cloak ap-

proach to DDoS attack resistance. Improvements in the accuracy of models of proxy network

performance while under attack could result in an improvement in a proxy network’s ability to

defend against DDoS attacks, and warrants future research.
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Appendix A

Traceroute of Router Hops Between

Sample Proxy Network Nodes

traceroute from traceroute.es.net
traceroute to www.ece.neu.edu (129.10.60.80), 64 hops max, 44 byte packets
1 lbnl2-bridge-nic (198.128.3.4) 0.260 ms 0.233 ms 0.222 ms
2 lbl2-esnet3 (198.129.76.25) 11.707 ms 0.321 ms 0.304 ms
3 lblmr1-ge-lblrt2 (134.55.209.21) 0.304 ms 0.277 ms 0.279 ms
4 slacmr1-sdn-lblmr1 (134.55.218.30) 1.358 ms 1.313 ms 1.301 ms
5 snv2mr1-slacmr1 (134.55.217.2) 1.725 ms 2.008 ms 1.695 ms
6 snv2sdn1-snv2mr1 (134.55.207.37) 1.738 ms 1.702 ms 1.711 ms
7 chicr1-oc192-snv2sdn1 (134.55.209.54) 49.801 ms 49.813 ms 49.845 ms
8 chicr1-chislsdn1 (134.55.207.33) 49.998 ms 49.935 ms 49.940 ms
9 aofacr1-chicsdn1 (134.55.218.94) 76.968 ms 76.967 ms 76.973 ms

10 198.124.216.158 (198.124.216.158) 77.127 ms 77.107 ms 77.084 ms
11 nox300gw1-Vl-110-NoX-INTERNET2.nox.org (192.5.89.221) 82.055 ms 82.069 ms

82.062 ms
12 nox230gw1-Vl-802-NoX.nox.org (192.5.89.254) 82.206 ms 82.153 ms 82.201 ms
13 nox230gw1-PEER-NoX-NEU-192-5-89-18.nox.org (192.5.89.18) 82.339 ms 82.435 ms

82.330 ms
14 129.10.6.67 (129.10.6.67) 82.352 ms 82.327 ms 82.310 ms
15 129.10.6.11 (129.10.6.11) 95.269 ms 82.851 ms 105.968 ms
16 nunet-sl1-p2p-sl0.cne.neu.edu (155.33.253.130) 82.883 ms 82.889 ms 105.487 ms
17 155.33.24.146 (155.33.24.146) 82.957 ms 82.962 ms 82.835 ms
18 www.ece.neu.edu (129.10.60.80) 82.596 ms 82.686 ms 82.380 ms

Figure A.1. Example of router hops from sample proxy node 198.128.3.4 to 129.10.60.80,
illustrated by a sample traceroute output of an underlying network, e.g., the underlying
network illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
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traceroute from traceroute.es.net
traceroute to Euclid.coe.neu.edu (129.10.32.93), 64 hops max, 44 byte packets
1 lbnl2-bridge-nic (198.128.3.4) 0.332 ms 0.251 ms 0.220 ms
2 lbl2-esnet3 (198.129.76.25) 0.331 ms 0.305 ms 0.304 ms
3 lblmr1-ge-lblrt2 (134.55.209.21) 0.338 ms 0.279 ms 0.276 ms
4 slacmr1-sdn-lblmr1 (134.55.218.30) 1.360 ms 1.326 ms 1.816 ms
5 snv2mr1-slacmr1 (134.55.217.2) 1.789 ms 1.691 ms 1.683 ms
6 snv2sdn1-snv2mr1 (134.55.207.37) 1.717 ms 1.743 ms 1.714 ms
7 chicr1-oc192-snv2sdn1 (134.55.209.54) 49.904 ms 49.848 ms 49.801 ms
8 chicr1-chislsdn1 (134.55.207.33) 49.994 ms 49.935 ms 50.045 ms
9 aofacr1-chicsdn1 (134.55.218.94) 76.997 ms 87.740 ms 77.061 ms

10 198.124.216.158 (198.124.216.158) 77.131 ms 77.107 ms 77.108 ms
11 nox300gw1-Vl-110-NoX-INTERNET2.nox.org (192.5.89.221) 82.083 ms 82.048 ms 82.081 ms
12 nox230gw1-Vl-802-NoX.nox.org (192.5.89.254) 82.345 ms 82.165 ms 82.262 ms
13 nox230gw1-PEER-NoX-NEU-192-5-89-18.nox.org (192.5.89.18) 82.336 ms 82.372 ms 82.357 ms
14 129.10.6.51 (129.10.6.51) 82.333 ms 82.320 ms 82.329 ms
15 129.10.6.11 (129.10.6.11) 82.864 ms 82.974 ms 82.766 ms
16 nunet-sl1-p2p-sl0.cne.neu.edu (155.33.253.130) 82.883 ms 82.910 ms 82.929 ms
17 155.33.24.138 (155.33.24.138) 82.884 ms 82.887 ms 83.015 ms
18 Euclid.coe.neu.edu (129.10.32.93) 82.550 ms 82.417 ms 82.428 ms

Figure A.2. Example of router hops from sample proxy node 198.128.3.4 to 129.10.32.93,
illustrated by a sample traceroute output of an underlying network, e.g., the underlying
network illustrated in Fig. 3.3.
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High Level Pseudo Code for Moving

Cloak Approach

#Data structure the represents resources R1 and R2
typedef struct
{
int Interest_Group[MAX_NUMBER_OF_NODES]; #global_ID is the array index

string IP;
string[30] list_of_potential_IPs;
string access_control_list_accept_commands_from;
string password;
int global_ID;
int[30] list_of_neighbors_by_global_ID;
string router_config_file_name;
string administrator_contact_info;
boolean LOCKED;
boolean ingress_point;

} proxy_node_array;

GLOBAL extra, X, Z, *proxy_node_array;
GLOBAL queue proxy_node_array[MAX_NUMBER_OF_NODES];

LOCAL node, temp *proxy_node_array;

proxy_node_array[MAX_NUMBER_OF_NODES] queue;

Reconfigure_Topology(IN/OUT *proxy_node_array, IN/OUT *proxy_node_array)

P(IN/OUT *proxy_node_array) #get mutex
V(IN/OUT *proxy_node_array) #release mutex

Tamper_Detect(IN *proxy_node_array)

Cycle_Power_and_Boot_Router_from_Serial_Port(IN *proxy_node_array)

Reconfigure_Neighbor(IN *proxy_node_array, IN IP, IN IP)
Reconfigure_Extra(IN *proxy_node_array,IN *proxy_node_array)

Get_Migrate_QUEUE(node)
Put_Migrate_QUEUE(node)
Unique_Migrate_QUEUE(queue) #remove repeat nodes with same global_ID

Figure B.1. Reconfiguration function declarations and data structures.
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P(temp) #try, i.e., get mutex
DO
wait();
UNIL (temp.LOCKED == FALSE)

V(temp) #decrease, i.e., release mutex
temp.LOCKED == FALSE

Tamper_Detect(extra)
#compare router reconfiguration on file with the actual router configuration,
# also determine if anyone had accessed the router by checking the logs,
# and ensure there is only one file in the routers memory.
# ssh to extra.IP and "copy the routers configuration")
if (ssh(extra.IP,"cp running-config ftpt:Manager_node/temp.txt")

#AND only one user is logged on
&& ssh(extra.IP,"show users" == one user))

#compare copied router confige with
if unixshell(diff temp ‘extra.router_config_file_name‘ | ln)

#tampering detected, thus rebuild by reloading the router from initial image,
#and load: extra.router_config_file_name
Cycle_Power_and_Boot_Router_from_Serial_Port(extra.administrator_contact_info)
ssh(extra.IP, clear mem; cp tftp:/manager_node/‘router_config_file_name‘statup.config;

reload)
Put_Migrate_Queue(extra)

END if
else

#Can’t contact node, so rebuild it
Cycle_Power_and_Boot_Router_from_Serial_Port(extra.administrator_contact_info)
old_IP = extra.IP

ssh(old_IP, clear mem; cp tftp:/manager_node/‘router_config_file_name‘ startup.config;
reload)

Put_Migrate_Queue(extra)
END if

Cycle_Power_and_Boot_Router_from_Serial_Port(extra)
#notify administrator that power must be cycled,
ssh("mail ‘extra.administrator_contact_info‘ -t "the machine: ‘extra.MAC_address‘

which must be reloaded with ‘extra.router_config_file_name‘")

Reconfigure_Neighbor(X, old_IP, extra.IP)
Change_Manager_Node_Source_IP_IN_NAT(X.access_control_list_accept_commands_from)
#replace all occurrences of old_IP with extra.IP in the router config file of the
# Z’s neighbors, and all occurrences of the corresponding subnet (VPN tunnel addresses)
# i.e. 255.255.255.0 masked with old_IP, with 255.255.255.0 masked with extra.IP
#if ssh can’t reach the node X, then Tamper_Detect(X) will detect a problem and completely
# reload the router
#determine if router is reachable
if (NOT ssh(X.IP," ") )

Tamper_Detect(X)
end if
unixshell(sed -e "s/‘old_IP‘/‘X.IP‘/ig" net-router-config > net-router-configII)
#replace IP mask, i.e. IP & 255.255.255.0, which is subnet information
unixshell(sed -e "s/‘cat old_IP | cut -c 11 -f 1‘/‘X.IP | cut -c 11 -f 1‘/ig"

net-router-configII > net-router-configIII)
copy(net-router-configIII, X.router_config_file_name)
if (NOT ssh(X.IP," tftp X.router_config_file_name from Manager node and reload;

create new IPSec crypto keys and update"))
Tamper_Detect(X)

END if

continues on next page
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Reconfigure_Extra(extra,Z)
Change_Manager_Node_Source_IP_IN_NAT(extra.access_control_list_accept_commands_from)
#in the extra node replace all of nodes[extra.list_of_neighbors_by_global_ID[MAX]].IP
# with nodes[Z.list_of_neighbors_by_global_ID[MAX]].IP in the router config file of
# Z’s neighbors and all occurrences of the corresponding subnet (VPN tunnel addresses),
# i.e. 255.255.255.0 masked with nodes[extra.list_of_neighbors_by_global_ID[MAX]].IP,
# with 255.255.255.0 masked with nodes[Z.list_of_neighbors_by_global_ID[MAX]].IP
#determine if router is reachable
if (NOT ssh(extra.IP," "))

Tamper_Detect(extra)
END if
extra.IP = get_next_from(list_of_potential_IPs)
unixshell(sed -e "s/‘old_IP‘/‘extra.IP‘/ig" ‘extra.router_config_file_name‘

> net-router-config)
foreach(X -> extra.list_of_neighbors_by_global_ID)

temp -> Z.list_of_neighbors_by_global_ID++ #and increment list after pointer is set
unixshell(sed -e "s/‘temp.IP‘/‘X.IP‘/ig" net-router-config > net-router-configII)
#replace IP mask, i.e. IP & 255.255.255.0, which is subnet information
unixshell(sed -e "s/‘cat temp.IP | cut -c 11 -f 1‘/‘X.IP | cut -c 11 -f 1‘/ig"

net-router-configII > net-router-configIII)
copy(net-router-configIII, net-router-config)

END foreach
copy(net-router-configIII, extra.router_config_file_name)
if (NOT ssh(extra.IP," tftp extra.router_config_file_name from Manager node and reload;

create new IPSec crypto keys and update"))
Tamper_Detect(extra)

END if
if (extra.ingress_point)

#update the DNS with a new ingress point’s IP
unixshell(dnsupdate www.domain-proxy.com extra.IP)

END if

Get_Migrate_QUEUE()
return = pop(queue) #FIFO queue library function

Put_Migrate_QUEUE(node)
return = push(node) #FIFO queue library function

Figure B.2. Reconfigure Neighbor, Reconfigure Extra, and other functions called by the
Reconfigure Topology function in Fig. 3.8.



Appendix C

Steady State Solution of Markov Diagram

for (PMRC), Fig. 3.10

Since the state transitions within the Markov diagram are chosen to exhibit an exponential

distribution of state transitions, an exponential series expansion can represent the distribution

of the inter-state transition times as follows

e−λ∆t = 1 + (−λ∆t) +
(−λ∆t)2

2!
+ ...

then for small values of ∆t,

1 − e−λ∆t ≈ λ∆t

which equals the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the random variable that represents

the inter-state transition time, thus, assuming constant transition rates the probability that a

proxy node becomes exposed within the time period ∆t is approximately λ∆t. For the state

diagram of the Markov model, it is assumed that a random variable that represents the time of

a particular inter-state transition exhibits an exponential distribution, with a constant rate of λ.

The following text gives a mathematical background for the determination of flow equations
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for the Markov diagram of Fig. 3.10. The terms PSn(t) represent the probabilities that the

proxy node is in a given state n, and are equal to the flow from one state to another.
dPSn(t)

dt
is

defined as follows

dPSn(t)

dt
= lim

∆t→0

PSn(t + ∆t)− PSn(t)

∆t
(C.1)

The term ∆t is removed through the use of the derivative function, in which the continuous-

time equations are derived from the discrete-time equations by allowing the time interval ∆t

to approach 0. The reconfiguration rate per time unit is represented by χ. The terms dPSn(t)
dt

are set equal to the flow from one state to another. The flow equations that correspond to the

Markov diagram, Fig. 3.10, follow

dPS0(t)

dt
= −(λ + χ)PS0(t) + µPS2(t)

dPS1(t)

dt
= λPS0(t)− χPS1(t) + λPS2(t) (C.2)

dPS2(t)

dt
= χPS0(t) + χPS1(t) − (µ + λ)PS2(t)

The initial condition is that the proxy node is in the hidden and fully operational state,

PS0(0) = 1

PS1(0) = 0

PS2(0) = 0

Since the previous equations, (C.2), represent non-negative continuous random variables,

the Laplace transform is employed in the calculation to determine the steady state probability

that a given proxy node is in a certain state. The Laplace Transform of a derivative is given

below,

L

[dPSn(t)

dt

]

= sL [PSn(t)] − PSn(0) = sPSn(s) − PSn(0)
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Once in the Laplace transform domain, the first-order differential equations of (C.2) are solved

as follows via algebraic manipulation and the initial conditions.

sPS0(s) − 1 = −(λ + χ)PS0(s) + µPS2(s)

sPS1(s) − 0 = λPS0(s) − χPS1(s) + λPS2(t)

sPS2(s) − 0 = χPS0(s) + χPS1(s) − (µ + λ)PS2(s)

The flow equations are further reduced as

1 = (λ + χ + s)PS0(s) − µPS2(s)

0 = λPS0(s) − (χ + s)PS1(s) + λPS2(s)

0 = χPS0(s) + χPS1(s) − (µ + λ + s)PS2(s)

If a proxy node is in the state S0, it may be referred to as being available, and the fault-

tolerant computing notation for availability, A, is employed. Solving for PS0(s), the steady

state probability of a proxy network node in the hidden and fully operational state can be

expressed as

Ahidden(s) = PS0(s)

=
(χµ + χs + λs + sµ + s2)/s

(λ + χ + s)(λ + χ + µ + s)
(C.3)

A steady state probability, Ahidden ss, can be calculated using the Final-value theorem and the

Laplace Transform as given below,

lim
t→∞

f(t) = lim
s→0

sF (s)
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Using the Final-value theorem, the steady state probability of a given proxy network node

being in the hidden and fully operational state, i.e. available, is approximated as follows

Ahidden ss = lim
s→0

s(PS0(s))

= lim
s→0

s
1
s
(χµ + χs + λs + sµ + s2)

(λ + χ + s)(λ + χ + µ + s)

=
χµ

(λ + χ)(λ + χ + µ)
(C.4)
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Router Configuration Files
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version 12.4
service timestamps debug datetime msec
service timestamps log datetime msec
no service password-encryption
!
hostname TclnNasic
!
boot-start-marker
boot-end-marker
!
logging buffered 51200 warnings
enable secret 5 $1$HiyM$cITSkOqNLIR3kjFrYM5ZT0
enable password nasic1
!
no aaa new-model
!
resource policy
!
ip subnet-zero
!
ip cef
no ip dhcp use vrf connected
!
ip domain name yourdomain.com
no ip ips deny-action ips-interface
!
crypto pki trustpoint TP-self-signed-2412601854
enrollment selfsigned
subject-name cn=IOS-Self-Signed-Certificate-2412601854
revocation-check none
rsakeypair TP-self-signed-2412601854

!
crypto pki certificate chain TP-self-signed-2412601854
certificate self-signed 01
30820250 308201B9 A0030201 02020101 300D0609 2A864886 F70D0101 04050030
...

C19C1AC6 40B1C0F7 202EA51B 433ED79D 463F436D
quit

username cisco privilege 15 secret 5 $1$gJbD$H5CAU39c6O8svO9OsbMU/1
!
crypto isakmp policy 1
hash md5
authentication pre-share

crypto isakmp key cisco address 192.168.82.2
!
crypto ipsec transform-set set_1 ah-sha-hmac esp-des
!
crypto map crypto_map1 1 ipsec-isakmp
set peer 192.168.82.2
set transform-set set_1
match address 110

!
interface Tunnel0
ip address 1.1.1.1 255.255.255.0
ip nat inside
ip virtual-reassembly
tunnel source 192.168.84.2
tunnel destination 192.168.82.2

!
interface GigabitEthernet0/0
description $ETH-LAN$$ETH-SW-LAUNCH$$INTF-INFO-GE 0/0$
ip address 207.84.57.20 255.255.255.0
ip nat outside
ip virtual-reassembly
duplex auto
speed auto
no mop enabled

!
interface GigabitEthernet0/1
ip address 192.168.84.2 255.255.255.0
duplex auto
speed auto
crypto map crypto_map1

!
interface Serial0/0/0
no ip address
shutdown
clockrate 2000000

!
interface Serial0/0/1
no ip address
shutdown
clockrate 2000000

!

continues on next page
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router rip
network 192.168.82.0
network 192.168.84.0
network 192.168.86.0

!
ip classless
ip route 20.1.5.0 255.255.255.0 1.1.1.2
ip route 192.1.5.0 255.255.255.0 1.1.1.2
!
ip http server
ip http authentication local
ip http secure-server
ip http timeout-policy idle 600 life 86400 requests 10000
ip nat inside source static 1.1.1.2 10.1.1.2
ip nat inside source static 20.1.5.100 10.1.5.100
!
access-list 110 permit gre host 192.168.84.2 host 192.168.82.2
!
control-plane
!
line con 0
login local

line aux 0
line vty 0 4
privilege level 15
password nasic
login local
transport input telnet ssh

line vty 5 15
privilege level 15
password nasic
login local
transport input telnet ssh

!
scheduler allocate 20000 1000
!
end

Figure D.1. Cisco 2800 series dedicated router configuration file, for VPN end router in
Fig. 4.10.
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!
version 12.4
service timestamps debug datetime msec
service timestamps log datetime msec
no service password-encryption
!
hostname TclnObis
!
boot-start-marker
boot-end-marker
!
logging buffered 51200 warnings
enable secret 5 $1$SF09$2AcbNaDxW.KZzosR/u/rX.
enable password obis1
!
no aaa new-model
!
resource policy
!
ip subnet-zero
!
ip cef
no ip dhcp use vrf connected
!
ip domain name yourdomain.com
no ip ips deny-action ips-interface
!
crypto pki trustpoint TP-self-signed-701377300
enrollment selfsigned
subject-name cn=IOS-Self-Signed-Certificate-701377300
revocation-check none
rsakeypair TP-self-signed-701377300

!
!
crypto pki certificate chain TP-self-signed-701377300
certificate self-signed 01
3082024D 308201B6 A0030201 02020101 300D0609 2A864886 F70D0101 04050030
...
CA8DA2A6 85EB57AA A086E37E 72DB4492 6F
quit

username cisco privilege 15 secret 5 $1$8b/5$As2hAMuGXGeD4/kVrTvOr0
!
crypto isakmp policy 1
hash md5
authentication pre-share

crypto isakmp key cisco address 192.168.84.2
!
crypto ipsec transform-set set_1 ah-sha-hmac esp-des
!
crypto map crypto_map1 1 ipsec-isakmp
set peer 192.168.84.2
set transform-set set_1
match address 110

!
interface Tunnel0
ip address 1.1.1.2 255.255.255.0
ip nat outside
ip virtual-reassembly
tunnel source 192.168.82.2
tunnel destination 192.168.84.2

!
interface GigabitEthernet0/0
description $ETH-LAN$$ETH-SW-LAUNCH$$INTF-INFO-GE 0/0$
ip address 192.1.5.36 255.255.255.0
ip nat inside
ip virtual-reassembly
duplex auto
speed auto
no mop enabled

!
interface GigabitEthernet0/1
ip address 192.168.82.2 255.255.255.0
duplex auto
speed auto
crypto map crypto_map1

!
interface Serial0/0/0
no ip address
shutdown
clockrate 2000000

!
interface Serial0/0/1
no ip address
shutdown
clockrate 2000000

!

continues on next page
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router rip
network 1.0.0.0
network 192.168.82.0
network 192.168.84.0
network 192.168.86.0

!
ip classless
ip route 10.1.5.0 255.255.255.0 1.1.1.1
ip route 207.84.57.0 255.255.255.0 1.1.1.1
!
ip http server
ip http authentication local
ip http secure-server
ip http timeout-policy idle 600 life 86400 requests 10000
ip nat inside source static 192.1.5.100 20.1.5.100
!
access-list 110 permit gre host 192.168.82.2 host 192.168.84.2
!
control-plane
!
line con 0
login local

line aux 0
line vty 0 4
privilege level 15
password obis
login local
transport input telnet ssh

line vty 5 15
privilege level 15
password obis
login local
transport input telnet ssh

!
scheduler allocate 20000 1000
!
end

Figure D.2. Cisco 2800 dedicated router configuration file, for VPN end router in Fig. 4.11.
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!
version 12.4
service timestamps debug datetime msec
service timestamps log datetime msec
no service password-encryption
!
hostname ObisRtr
!
boot-start-marker
boot-end-marker
!
enable secret 5 $1$wCCy$vCVXLVcX76aDfg9uV.Evy0
enable password Rtr22
!
no aaa new-model
!
resource policy
!
ip subnet-zero
!
ip cef
no ip dhcp use vrf connected
!
no ip ips deny-action ips-interface
!
interface FastEthernet0/0
ip address 192.168.82.1 255.255.255.0
duplex half
speed auto
no mop enabled

!
interface FastEthernet0/1
no ip address
shutdown
duplex auto
speed auto

!
interface Serial0/2/0
mtu 800
no ip address
shutdown
clock rate 2000000

!
interface Serial0/2/1
mtu 800
ip address 192.168.86.1 255.255.255.0

!
router rip
network 192.168.82.0
network 192.168.86.0

!
ip classless
!
no ip http server
no ip http secure-server
!
control-plane
!
line con 0
line aux 0
line vty 0 4
password Rtr2
login

!
scheduler allocate 20000 1000
!
end

Figure D.3. Cisco 2600 series dedicated router configuration file, for Internet Router in
Fig. 4.10.
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version 12.4
service timestamps debug datetime msec
service timestamps log datetime msec
no service password-encryption
!
hostname NasicRtr
!
boot-start-marker
boot-end-marker
!
enable secret 5 $1$OJI6$0/peZZledOAZQerK2ID4T/
enable password nasic1
!
no aaa new-model
!
resource policy
!
ip subnet-zero
!
ip cef
no ip dhcp use vrf connected
!
ip ftp username anon
ip ftp password anon
no ip ips deny-action ips-interface
!
interface FastEthernet0/0
ip address 192.168.84.1 255.255.255.0
duplex half
speed auto
no mop enabled

!
interface FastEthernet0/1
no ip address
shutdown
duplex half
speed auto
no mop enabled

!
interface Serial0/2/0
mtu 800
no ip address
shutdown
clock rate 2000000
no cdp enable

!
interface Serial0/2/1
mtu 800
ip address 192.168.86.2 255.255.255.0
no cdp enable

!
router rip
network 192.168.84.0
network 192.168.86.0

!
ip classless
!
no ip http server
no ip http secure-server
!
dialer-list 1 protocol ip permit
!
control-plane
!
gateway
timer receive-rtp 1200

!
line con 0
line aux 0
line vty 0 4
password nasic
login

!
scheduler allocate 20000 1000
!
end

Figure D.4. Cisco 2600 series dedicated router configuration file, for Internet Router in
Fig. 4.11.
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Traceroute and IP Packet Capture

Output

on 207.84.57.18 (User) C:\\FTP>tracert 10.1.5.100

(Interent application, real Ip 192.1.5.100)

Tracing route to CJR-ME-SATCOM1 [10.1.5.100]

over a maximum of 30 hops:

1 <1 ms <1 ms <1 ms 207.84.57.20

2 1207 ms 1206 ms 1206 ms 10.1.1.2

3 1206 ms 1206 ms 1206 ms CJR-ME-SATCOM1 [10.1.5.100]

Trace complete.

Figure E.1. Output of the Microsoft Windows tracert, or POSIX traceroute, command

executed on the User’s machine in Fig. 4.10, i.e., evidence that the true IP address of the

Internet application is hidden from the User.
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IPsec/GRE tunnel: Nat 1.1.1.2 to 10.1.1.2

VPN end router from Fig.4.1 taclane: Nat 20.1.5.100 to 192.1.5.100

VPN end router from Fig.4.2 taclane: Nat 10.1.5.100 to 20.1.5.100

static route to force IP traffic

through IPSec/GRE tunnel: ip route 20.1.5.0 255.255.255.0 1.1.1.2

Figure E.2. Details of the Network Address Translation (NAT) information, employed by the

network illustrated in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11.

No. Time Source Destination Protocol Info
72 60.017595 192.168.82.2 192.168.84.2 ESP ESP (SPI=0x61e769f6)

Frame 72 (810 bytes on wire, 810 bytes captured)
Arrival Time: Feb 22, 2007 17:24:23.206378000
Time delta from previous packet: 0.008954000 seconds
Time since reference or first frame: 60.017595000 seconds
Frame Number: 72
Packet Length: 810 bytes
Capture Length: 810 bytes
Protocols in frame: eth:ip:ah:esp:data

Ethernet II, Src: 00:13:7f:f5:23:70, Dst: 00:13:c3:e0:04:99
Destination: 00:13:c3:e0:04:99 (Cisco_e0:04:99)
Source: 00:13:7f:f5:23:70 (Cisco_f5:23:70)
Type: IP (0x0800)

Internet Protocol, Src Addr: 192.168.82.2 (192.168.82.2),
Dst Addr: 192.168.84.2 (192.168.84.2)

Version: 4
Header length: 20 bytes
Differentiated Services Field: 0x00 (DSCP 0x00: Default; ECN: 0x00)
Total Length: 796
Identification: 0x0621 (1569)
Flags: 0x02 (More Fragments)
Fragment offset: 0
Time to live: 253
Protocol: AH (0x33)
Header checksum: 0x6d38 (correct)
Source: 192.168.82.2 (192.168.82.2)
Destination: 192.168.84.2 (192.168.84.2)

Authentication Header
Next Header: ESP (0x32)
Length: 24
SPI: 0xb703a29b
Sequence: 1532
ICV

Encapsulating Security Payload
SPI: 0x61e769f6
Sequence: 1532
Data (744 bytes)

0000 39 26 ae 3c a4 0c 60 3c 5a b9 b0 51 64 c4 27 d1 9&.<..‘<Z..Qd.’.
...

Figure E.3. Detailed IP packet information obtained from an FTP of a 1MB file across the
VPN illustrated in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11.
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Validation, via Calculations, of the

Polynomial-Time Determination of the

Vulnerability of Circulant Graphs to DDoS

Attacks, Presented in Section 5.4.1

%#diameter = 8, k = 5, N=637
%#validate that vulnerability = 0.2366
>> C = Midihex_adjacency_list(637,5);
>> lambda = laplacian_eigenvalues(C,637);
%#as defined in (5.12) max(1-lamba(i)) for i != 1.
>> lambda_bar = max(1-lambda(2:637))
lambda_bar =

0.89924689876898
%#as defined in (5.11) the right side of the graph vulnerability inequality follows
%# and is given in row 3, for $n=637$, of Table 5.3:
>> vulnerability = 1/(lambda_bar)ˆ2-1
vulnerability =

0.23663661880899

Figure F.1. Matlab code for the calculation of the Midihex proxy network topology’s
vulnerability to DDoS attack as defined in (5.11) and (5.12), and given in row 3, for
n = 637, of Table 5.3.
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function A = midihex_adjacency_list(N,q);
A = zeros(N,N);
for I = 1:N,
for J = 1:N,

temp = 1;
if ( (abs(I-J) == temp) || (abs(N+I-J) == temp) || (abs(N+J-I) == temp) )

A(I,J) = 1;
end
temp = 3*q+1;
if ( (abs(I-J) == temp) || (abs(N+I-J) == temp) || (abs(N+J-I) == temp) )

A(I,J) = 1;
end
temp = 3*q+2;
if ( (abs(I-J) == temp) || (abs(N+I-J) == temp) || (abs(N+J-I) == temp) )

A(I,J) = 1;
end
temp = 3*qˆ2 + 3*q + 1;
if ( (abs(I-J) == temp) || (abs(N+I-J) == temp) || (abs(N+J-I) == temp) )

A(I,J) = 1;
end

end
end

Figure F.2. Midihex adjacency list Matlab function, which creates an adjacency list for the
Midihex graph topology defined in Theorem 5.2.1.

function [lambda L] = laplacian_eigenvalues(C, N);
temp = zeros(N,1);
Iden = identity(N);
T = zeros(N);
for I = 1:N,

for J = 1:N,
temp(I) = temp(I) + C(I,J); %degree of vertices I

end
end
for I = 1:N,

for J = 1:N,
if (I == J)

T(I,J) = temp(I);
end

end
end

L = Iden - Tˆ(-.5)*C*Tˆ(-.5);
lambda = eig(L);

end

Figure F.3. Matlab function that calculates the Laplacian matrix and the Laplacian eigen-
values of the adjacency matrix of any proxy network topology, which is employed in the
calculations in (5.11) and (5.12), in addition to Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3.
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%#Midihex graph with diameter 1
%# C_{21}+-(1,3k+1,3k+2,3kˆ2+3k+1) with diameter of 2, and k=1. diameter=k + ceil(k/2)
%# C_{21}+-(1,4,5,7)
N=21;
>>C = Midihex_adjacency_list(N,1)
C=0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0

%# next function is only used to obtain Laplacian of the adjacency matrix,
%# the eigenvalue is thrown away
%# decimals are displayed as fractions for display purposes
[lambda, L] = laplacian_eigenvalues(C, N);
L=1 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 0 -1/8
-1/8 1 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 0
0 -1/8 1 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 0
0 0 -1/8 1 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8
-1/8 0 0 -1/8 1 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/8 0 -1/8
-1/8 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 1 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/8 0
0 -1/8 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 1 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/8
-1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 1 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 -1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 1 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 -1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 1 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 -1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 1 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 -1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 1 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 -1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 1 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 1 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8
-1/8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 1 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 -1/8 0
0 -1/8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 1 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 -1/8
-1/8 0 -1/8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 1 -1/8 0 0 -1/8
-1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 1 -1/8 0 0
-1/8 -1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 1 -1/8 0
0 -1/8 -1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 1 -1/8
-1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 1

>>v = L(1,:)
v=1 -1/8 0 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 -1/8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1/8 0 -1/8 -1/8 0 0 -1/8
%#the powers of the roots of unity can be determined via the fft of an identity matrix
>>powers_of_roots_of_unity = fft(eye(N));
%#one column from fft(eye(21)) are the powers of a root of unity
>>powers_of_roots_of_unity(:,2)
powers_of_roots_of_unity =

1.0000
0.9556 - 0.2948i
0.8262 - 0.5633i
0.6235 - 0.7818i
0.3653 - 0.9309i
0.0747 - 0.9972i

-0.2225 - 0.9749i
-0.5000 - 0.8660i
-0.7331 - 0.6802i
-0.9010 - 0.4339i
-0.9888 - 0.1490i
-0.9888 + 0.1490i
-0.9010 + 0.4339i
-0.7331 + 0.6802i
-0.5000 + 0.8660i
-0.2225 + 0.9749i
0.0747 + 0.9972i
0.3653 + 0.9309i
0.6235 + 0.7818i
0.8262 + 0.5633i
0.9556 + 0.2948i

continues on next page
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%#inner product of the powers of a root of unity,
%# and the first row of the adjacency matrix of a circulant graph is an eigenvalue
polynomial_time_calculation_eigenvalues = sort((v*powers_of_roots_of_unity(:,:))’)
polynomial_time_calculation_eigenvalues =

0.0000
0.7761
0.7761
0.7761
0.7761
0.7761
0.7761
0.8750
0.8750
0.8750
0.8750
0.8750
0.8750
1.3489
1.3489
1.3489
1.3489
1.3489
1.3489
1.5000
1.5000

%#for validation is it shown that the sorted eigenvalues of L determined above via
%# the polynomial-time algorithms equals following set of eigenvalues,
%# eigenvalues are rounded to the fifth significant digit.
>>set_of_all_eigenvalues=eig(L)
set_of_all_eigenvalues =

-0.0000
0.7761
0.7761
0.7761
0.7761
0.7761
0.7761
0.8750
0.8750
0.8750
0.8750
0.8750
0.8750
1.3489
1.3489
1.3489
1.3489
1.3489
1.3489
1.5000
1.5000

%# the vulnerability is determined by the following equations (5.12) then (5.11)
>> lambda_bar = max(abs(1-polynomial_time_caclulation_eigenvalues(2:N)))
lambda_bar =

0.5000
>> vulnerability = 1/(lambda_bar)ˆ2-1
vulnerability =

3

Figure F.4. Validation of the polynomial-time vulnerability calculations presented in sec-
tion 5.4.1, via Matlab; the functions called are given in Figs. F.2 and F.3.
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function A = graph_synthesis_via_midihex_based_adjacency_list(N,q,incdec);
#if true Midihex, then n = (2*ceil(q/2)+1)*(3*qˆ2+3*q+1)
#q is chosen as 5;
#diameter = q + ceil(q/2)
#N must be even
A = zeros(N,N);
if incdec > (3*qˆ2+3*q+1 - 3*q+2 - 1)

three_four_dec = (3*qˆ2+3*q+1 - 3*q+2 - 1);
last_three_dec = incdec - three_four_dec;

else
three_four_dec = incdec;
last_three_dec = 0;

end
if last_three_dec > 3*q

disp(’q or incdec is too big, not enough room between jump sequence 1 and 2.’)
exit;

end
for I = 1:N,
for J = 1:N,

temp = 1;
if ( (abs(I-J) == temp) || (abs(N+I-J) == temp) || (abs(N+J-I) == temp) )

A(I,J) = 1;
end
temp = 3*q+1 - last_three_dec;
if ( (abs(I-J) == temp) || (abs(N+I-J) == temp) || (abs(N+J-I) == temp) )

A(I,J) = 1;
end
temp = 3*q+2 - last_three_dec;
if ( (abs(I-J) == temp) || (abs(N+I-J) == temp) || (abs(N+J-I) == temp) )

A(I,J) = 1;
end
temp = 3*qˆ2+3*q+1-three_four_dec - last_three_dec + 4;
if ( (abs(I-J) == temp) || (abs(N+I-J) == temp) || (abs(N+J-I) == temp) )

A(I,J) = 1;
end

end
end

Figure F.5. Matlab code for only line 2-6 of Fig. 5.5, which creates an adjacency matrix
of a new circulant proxy network topology that exhibits a decrease in vulnerability as
compared to the initial input graph, where N is the graph’s order and q is a specification
of the original Midihex graph’s jump sequence.



Appendix G

Description of the Closed-Loop Sensor

Network Presented in Chapter 6

Each computational node executes Ganglia’s gmond (B) daemon, Fig. G.1, which moni-

tors and broadcasts the statistics. Each cluster contains one or more gmetad (D) daemons,

Fig. G.1, which aggregates the statistics from all nodes within the cluster. This information is

stored in an open XML-based format, which allows for standard access. The Globus Toolkit’s

Monitoring and Discovery Service (MDS) [73] contains the URL that points to these statis-

tics. At every MPIV Send call Ganglia’s gmetric (C) daemon, which can report any arbitrary

statistic, reports the measured throughput to Ganglia’s gmetad (D) daemon.

The globally aware gmetad daemon pulls and summarizes the aggregate data from each

cluster’s gmetad (D) daemon and stores the data in an XML-based round robin database (rrd)

file format. This aggregate data could be accessed by the Ganglia web front-end (E), which

displays summary statistics of the state of each cluster over time. If implemented in a large-

scale network the aggregate data could reside within a hierarchy of servers [76]. If a hierarchy

of gmetad (D) daemons, which hold a summary of the descendant’s data, is deployed then

Ganglia exhibits a linear increase of network bandwidth as additional computational nodes are
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added to the environment [80]; therefore the monitoring system is scalable. It is worth noting

that the gmond (B) daemon consumes less than 1% of the CPU’s cycles [80].

The GASS server resides on the machines connected via link A, as shown in Fig. G.1.
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daemon   

each node running   

gmond & gmetric   

Cluster B’s gmetad   

daemon   

each node running   

gmond   

&   
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end   
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data   
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Figure G.1. Framework of the adaptive distributed computing system, of Chapter 6.
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